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I. INTRODUCTION

King Vertigorn, it is said, wished to build a castle to defend Britain against invaders. Each day, his mason raised and set the stones. Each night, however, the earth would rumble, bringing the work to a halt.
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crashing to the ground. Vexed, Vertigorn asked Merlin for an explanation. Merlin’s mystical divination revealed that, in a cavern far below the surface, there resided two foes, a red dragon and a white dragon. In their perpetual struggle for dominance, first one dragon then the other would gain temporary ascendancy. Their jostling unsettled the ground, rendering all construction temporary.

In federal tax procedure, the red dragon and the white dragon are facilitation of revenue collection and fairness to taxpayers. Numerous times during the first century of the modern federal income tax, the courts have noted the centrality of the first value: “taxes are the life-blood of government, and their prompt and certain availability an imperious need.” But, were that the only value, we could return to brutal efficiency of the proscription system. We have refrained from doing so because our limited government traditions demand that citizens’ claims to due process under the law be taken seriously.

Thus, tax administration in the United States—before, during, and (no doubt) after the income tax’s first one hundred years—has involved and will involve the balancing of the revenue facilitation and fairness protection imperatives. Just as the power balance between the red and white dragons fluctuated, so have the relative weights accorded the two tax imperatives. During times of international or domestic crisis, we have looked to Government to save us from threats. This demands opening wider the spigot of fiscal flows, so the first tax value receives greater weight. During more placid times, menace recedes, causing the virtues of the second value to appear more attractive.

In short, the pendulum swings between emphasis on revenue maximization and taxpayer protection. This affects legislative, regulatory, and judicial actions; it implicates not just substantive rules of tax liability and tax rates but also styles of statutory interpretation and the rules and devices of tax procedure.


2. The tension between the values has been evident since the founding of the American Republic. Alexander Hamilton, our first Secretary of the Treasury, proposed a general ad valorem duty on all imports. “Immediate opposition in the Congress was rooted in a fear of the alleged centralizing tendencies involved in creating a large force of collectors on the Federal level.” INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, U.S. TREASURY DEP’T, PUB. NO. 447, THE UNITED STATES TAX SYSTEM: A BRIEF HISTORY 4 (1960). One of the opponents described the proposal as the “horror of all free States,” one that was “hostile to the liberties of the people,” and which would “convulse the government; let loose a swarm of harpies, who, under the domination of the revenue officers, will range the country prying into every man’s house and affairs, and, like the Macedonian phalanx, bear down all before them.” Id.

3. This is reflected in the assertion, disappearance, and occasional reappearance in federal tax jurisprudence of a canon under which tax statutes were construed strictly against the Government and in favor of taxpayers. See, e.g., Gould v. Gould, 245 U.S. 151,
This Article is about the procedural rules. Specifically, it considers the mechanisms by which disputes as to federal tax liabilities are resolved. The Article identifies an agenda for reforming federal tax litigation. Fully developing the justifications for and the particulars of the proposed changes necessarily is the work of more than one article. Thus, this Article sets the agenda, describing the core elements of the changes (and, in some cases, the reaffirmations) I propose. Subsequent articles will develop specific proposals in greater detail.

Part II of this Article explores the criteria that should guide choices in this area. A fairly uncontroversial list of candidate criteria would include such things as decisional accuracy, efficiency, and actual and perceived equity. However, considerable controversy likely would exist, even among competent commentators, as to the relative weights that should be accorded the criteria, both generally and in application to particular situations.

Hence, in Part II, I will not focus on the weightings that best comport with my personal constellation of values. Instead, Part II sketches key legislative, regulatory, and judicial events that have shaped our current tax procedure rules. By distilling these events, we can get a sense of the values that have actually driven the system.

Parts III, IV, and V apply those values to features of the federal tax litigation system and thereby develop proposals. Specifically, Part III considers reforms as to the judicial fora that should be available for the resolution of federal tax controversies. It offers three principal recommendations: (1) the Tax Court should be given quasi-plenary jurisdiction in civil tax matters (concurrent, not exclusive,

153 (1917) (“In case of doubt [statutes levying taxes] are construed most strongly against the Government, and in favor of the citizen.”). Gould cited authorities as far back as Justice Story’s opinion in United States v. Wigglesworth, 28 F. Cas. 595 (C.C.D. Mass. 1842).

This canon was invoked in hundreds of federal cases in the 1800s and the first two decades of the 1900s, when limited government was the predominant electoral preference. It was largely replaced by pro-IRS canons (such as that I.R.C. § 61 is construed broadly, see Commissioner v. Glenshaw Glass Co., 348 U.S. 426, 429 (1955), and that tax deductions and exemptions are construed narrowly, see Commissioner v. Schleier, 515 U.S. 323, 328 (1995) (exclusions); INDOPCO, Inc. v. Commissioner, 503 U.S. 79, 84 (1992) (deductions)) during the 1930s through 1970s, when we looked to Washington to save us from the Great Depression, then Fascism, then Communism. Under the sway of the Reagan Revolution, the pro-taxpayer canon returned to the stage briefly in the 1980s and 1990s. See, e.g., United Dominion Inds., Inc. v. United States, 532 U.S. 822, 839 (Thomas, J., concurring); id. at 839 n.1 (Stevens, J., dissenting). It has faded again since September 11, 2001. See Steve R. Johnson, Should Ambiguous Revenue Laws Be Interpreted in Favor of Taxpayers?, NEV. LAW., Apr. 2002, at 15-16.

The canon retains greater potency in state and local tax litigation. See Steve R. Johnson, Pro-Taxpayer Interpretation of State-Local Tax Laws, 51 ST. TAX NOTES 441 (2009).

4. The reforms implicate litigation of all federal taxes, not just the income tax. However, the income tax is the most frequently litigated of the types imposed by the federal government.
jurisdiction); (2) proposals to create a national court of tax appeals should continue to be rejected; and (3) the Court of Federal Claims should be divested of jurisdiction to hear tax cases.

Part IV offers reforms as to the available forms of civil tax actions. It urges two reforms: (1) repeal of the bulk of the TEFRA unified partnership audit and litigation procedures,5 and (2) reduction in the scope of, but not elimination of, judicial review of Collection Due Process decisions by the IRS Appeals Office.6

Finally, Part V addresses prerequisites to suits. It proposes that the Flora full payment rule (that taxpayers must pay the full amount of liability determined by the IRS as a prerequisite to bringing a tax refund suit) be abolished.7

II. CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING REFORMS

Law reform proposals based on idiosyncratic values preferences are built on a foundation of quicksand. They are unlikely to gain traction initially and to sustain it over time. I hope to erect this reform agenda on a more solid footing. Thus, I will emphasize not my values but the values I perceive as embodied in and reflected by leading facets of the federal tax litigation system as it has developed. Below, I describe the sources that generate relevant criteria, identify key events in the evolution of the current system, and adduce from those developments the values on which the system is based.

A. Sources of Criteria

There are four principal sets of actors shaping norms governing the procedural rules of taxation: Congress, the courts, federal tax regulators (Main Treasury,8 the IRS, and the Department of Justice),9 and the communities of taxpayers, their representatives, and

---

8. The IRS is part of the Treasury Department. Unlike the IRS (which handles day-to-day tax administration and issues lower-level administrative guidance), other parts of Treasury are involved in taxation at a more general level. So called “Main Treasury” finalizes tax regulations, represents the Administration in tax legislation, negotiates tax treaties, and, through its Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration, monitors performance by the IRS.
9. For discussion of the roles and responsibilities of these actors, see LEANDRA LEDERMAN & STEPHEN W. MAZZA, TAX CONTROVERSIES: PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 1-29 (3d ed. 2009); DAVID M. RICHARDSON, JEROME BORKISON & STEVE JOHNSON, CIVIL TAX PROCEDURE 1-17 (2d ed. 2008).
academic and other commentators. In routine situations,10 Congress is the dominant actor, both constitutionally11 and prudentially.12 But it would be a mistake to see the relationships as strictly hierarchical. Often they are interactive. Courts, through constitutional analysis and statutory interpretation, and government and private professional communities, through advocacy and an “unwritten code” as to how things should be done, also have been highly influential in the development of values shaping the rules of tax procedure.13

The legitimate extent of such interaction is unsettled and is the subject of considerable debate in many areas of law. For example, some see statutory interpretation as a collaborative process by which courts and legislatures formulate law interactively.14 Others have offered similar visions of constitutional law15 and administrative law.16

Tax is about as positivistic as any field of law gets, but courts have made a great deal of the law even in tax.17 This tradition was estab-

10. A non-routine situation would be, for example, when the courts hold that the Constitution forbids some item of tax legislation. The courts are reluctant to do so. Judicial deference to Congress is considerable in matters of revenue raising. See, e.g., Nordlinger v. Hahn, 505 U.S. 1, 11-12 (1992); Regan v. Taxation with Representation of Wash., 461 U.S. 540, 547 (1983).


12. In dealing with the numerous complex considerations that formulating tax rules entails, Congress has natural advantages over the courts. See United States v. Nunnally Inv. Co., 316 U.S. 258, 264 (1942) (“The problem of legal remedies appropriate for fiscal administration rests within easy Congressional control. Congress can deal with the matter comprehensively, unembarrassed by the limitations of a litigation involving only one phase of a complex problem.”); see also United States v. Kales, 314 U.S. 186, 200 (1941).

Some might argue that an expert agency could make better tax laws than a democratically selected legislature. Whether or not that is true, Congress surely possesses a legitimacy in this area that Treasury lacks. See generally Andre L. Smith, The Nondelegation Doctrine and the Federal Income Tax: May Congress Grant the President the Authority to Set the Income Tax Rates?, 31 VA. TAX REV. 763 (2012).

13. This fact has been recognized for a long time. Over a half century ago, for example, an Assistant Secretary of the Treasury remarked on “one very important factor”: “As our proposed regulations are published, a cumulative effect is being created. The regulations should give you an over-all indication of attitude on the part of the Treasury Department.” Laurens Williams, The Preparation and Promulgation of Treasury Department Regulations Under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 8 TAX EXECUTIVE 3, 7-8 (1956) (emphasis in original).


15. See, e.g., Blakely v. Washington, 542 U.S. 296, 326 (2004) (Kennedy, J., dissenting) (“Constant, constructive discourse between our courts and our legislatures is an integral and admirable part of the constitutional design.”); Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361, 408 (1989) (“Our principle of separation of powers anticipates that the coordinate Branches will converse with each other on matters of vital common interest.”).

16. See, e.g., 1 KENNETH CULP DAVIS, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW TREATISE 138 (2d ed. 1978) (stating that administrative procedure is formulated by “[l]egislators and judges who are working [as] partners [to] produce better law than legislators alone could possibly produce”).

17. See, e.g., Dobson v. Commissioner, 320 U.S. 489, 499 n.25 (1943) (“Judge-made
lished early, and it has proved enduring. The benefits of judicial participation are doubted by some, however, and the legitimacy of such collaboration was debated in a recent Supreme Court tax case.

In the Home Concrete case, the Court invalidated an amended Treasury regulation dealing with the six-year statute of limitations on assessment in cases of substantial omissions of income. In the course of its analysis, a four-justice dissent remarked: “Our legal system presumes there will be continuing dialogue among the three branches of Government on questions of statutory interpretation and application.”

Unsurprisingly, Justice Scalia rose to defend his textualist sensibilities. He addressed and rejected the dissenters’ “romantic, judge-empowering image” and “mirage” of a legislative-executive-judicial troika. He found the dissenters’ vision to be “obliterated” by Vermont Yankee, whose teaching Justice Scalia took to be that “Congress prescribes and we [the Court] obey, with no discretion to add to the administrative procedures that Congress has created.”

I share Justice Scalia’s belief that in tax (and other statutory areas) a clear congressional command controls, unless unconstitutional and until Congress amends its direction. But his argument about constitutional primacy may have missed the point about practical realities. Congress is not hermetically sealed off from other legal actors. The elected Senators and Representatives are influenced by values and norms molded and expressed by judges who decide tax cases, Executive Branch officials who suggest and testify as to tax legislation, Congress’s staffs of tax professionals, the tax professionals who lobby Congress on behalf of their clients, and, of course, the

---

18. Initially, decisions of the Board of Tax Appeals (the predecessor of the Tax Court) were reviewed without any deference. This established a “habit” of free-wheeling review. During those early years, “[p]recedents had accumulated in which courts had laid down many rules of taxation not based on statute but upon their ideas of right accounting or tax practice. It was difficult to shift to a new basis.” Dobson, 320 U.S. at 497-98.
22. Home Concrete, 132 S. Ct. at 1852 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
23. Id. at 1848 (Scalia, J., concurring).
clients themselves who are Senators’ and Representatives’ constituents and contributors.

The values fought for and held by the many actors in the tax community are the womb from which tax laws issue. 25 We turn now to the key developments that have formed such values in the area of tax procedure.

**B. Shaping Developments**

Ruskin, the British author, critic, and social theorist, asserted that “[g]reat nations write their autobiographies in three manuscripts—the book of their deeds, the book of their words, and the book of their art.” 26 For Ruskin’s purposes, the book of art was the most trustworthy. For the purposes of this Article, the book of deeds and the book of words—that is, what mechanisms we have created in tax procedure and why we have said they needed to be created—are particularly illuminating. The norms governing the current federal tax procedure system—and the criteria that should govern reform efforts—crystallized as a result of a long skein of legislative, regulatory, and judicial events.

In rough chronological order, the key events—the Defining Dozen—have included the following: (1) adapting the common law in the 1800s to fashion a refund remedy for taxpayers and the progressive expansion of that remedy over more than a century; 2) enactment of the Anti-Injunction Act in 1867 27 and creation of increasing numbers of statutory and judicial exceptions to it; (3) establishment, beginning in the 1920s, of prepayment administrative (and later judicial) remedies for taxpayers as to income and some other taxes; 28 (4) the 1960 decision of the United States Supreme Court in *Flora II*, 29 requiring full payment of liabilities determined by the IRS as prerequisite to a taxpayer’s bringing a refund suit; (5) the Supreme Court’s 1964 decision in *Powell*, 30 establishing standards to govern judicial challenges to IRS summonses and subsequent statutory elaboration of additional rules; 31 (6) enactment of the Federal Tax Lien Act of


31. *Id.* at 57-58; *see, e.g.*, I.R.C. § 7609.
1966\textsuperscript{32} with subsequent statutory amendments and promulgation of extensive regulations; (7) the Supreme Court’s 1976 Shapiro and Laing decisions,\textsuperscript{33} followed by enactment of administrative and judicial mechanisms for prompt review of jeopardy and termination assessments;\textsuperscript{34} (8) enactment of the unified partnership audit and litigation procedures in the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (“TEFRA”);\textsuperscript{35} (9) the Supreme Court’s 1997 Brockamp decision\textsuperscript{36} and its partial reversal by legislation allowing limited equitable tolling of the statute of limitations on filing refund claims;\textsuperscript{37} (10) enactment of numerous tax procedure changes in the Internal Revenue Service Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998;\textsuperscript{38} (11) the Supreme Court’s 2005 Ballard decision\textsuperscript{39} dealing with Tax Court opinion practice; and (12) the irreversible entry of principles of general administrative law into tax litigation, reflected in part in the Supreme Court’s 2011 Mayo decision.\textsuperscript{40}

Others might constitute the list differently. Clearly, there have been other important developments in federal tax procedure in the past century. I selected the Defining Dozen developments because they deal with rights and obligations as between the IRS and taxpayers. It is from these matters that criteria useful to reforming federal tax litigation are most likely to emerge.

1. Creation and Expansion of Refund Remedies

“In present times, federal income taxes are of such a pervasive and significant influence that it is easy to forget their relatively recent origin.”\textsuperscript{41} For most of this country’s history, the federal government assumed limited responsibilities, and so could do with limited revenue, mostly supplied by tariffs, sale of public lands, and various excise taxes.\textsuperscript{42}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{33} Commissioner v. Shapiro, 424 U.S. 614 (1976); Laing v. United States, 423 U.S. 161 (1976).
  \item \textsuperscript{34} See I.R.C. § 7429.
  \item \textsuperscript{35} Pub. L. No. 97-248, 96 Stat. 324.
  \item \textsuperscript{36} United States v. Brockamp, 519 U.S. 347 (1997).
  \item \textsuperscript{37} I.R.C. § 6511(h).
  \item \textsuperscript{39} Ballard v. Commissioner, 544 U.S. 40 (2005).
  \item \textsuperscript{40} See Mayo Found. for Med. Educ. & Research v. United States, 131 S. Ct. 704 (2011).
  \item \textsuperscript{41} DUBROFF, \textit{supra} note 28, at 1 (1979).
  \item \textsuperscript{42} The idea of an income tax was not unknown, however. As early as 1643, the New Plymouth colony had a rudimentary income tax, and some other colonies and states also imposed income taxes in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. \textit{Id.} at 1-2.
\end{itemize}
Nonetheless, it is surprising, perhaps shocking, to contemporary sensibilities that until 1855 no suit as to tax overpayments was permitted against the federal government. If the taxpayer had not yet paid the tax at issue, she might be able to secure judicial review of the merits by posting bond for the tax, then, when the government brought suit on the bond, asserting the absence of substantive liability as a defense. In addition, Congress sometimes determined the merits of tax claims itself via special legislation. See William T. Plumb, Jr., Tax Refund Suits Against Collectors of Internal Revenue, 60 HARV. L. REV. 685, 687 (1947).

That caused lawyers and judges to do what they usually do when confronted by an inadequate statutory framework—use their creativity to fashion an alternative remedy. The constraint, of course, was the doctrine of sovereign immunity. The answer fashioned by the courts—upheld by the Supreme Court in 1936—was allowing federal tax collectors to be sued personally for taxes allegedly collected illegally. "Such a suit was based on the common-law [action] of assumpsit for money had and received . . . ."

This device was built on a fiction. The real party in interest was the government, not the collector. Much of the law involves fiction, of course, but a regime based on dubious premises often leads to convolution erected on convolution as doctrine is expounded. So it was with this fiction.

There were at least three problems with the solution fashioned by the courts. First, suits against collectors initially depended on diversity jurisdiction. Subsequently, Congress established jurisdiction for "all causes arising under any law providing internal revenue." Rev. Stat. § 629(4) (1874) (current version codified at 28 U.S.C. § 1340).
udents of residency. Second, notice of the alleged illegality was held to
be an essential element of an action against a collector, requiring
that the taxpayer have paid the amount in question under protest. 50
This created a trap for the unwary. 51 The taxpayer who neglected this
formality would be nonsuited. 52 Third, underlining the fiction, collec-
tors were initially indemnified by the government for amounts for
which they were held personally liable. 53 This led to the practice of
collectors withholding amounts from collected taxes to provide cush-
ion against the possibility of being held liable. In turn, this led to
theft by collectors 54 and caused Congress in 1839 to prohibit the prac-
tice without creating an alternative indemnification mechanism. 55

This had an unintended consequence. The Supreme Court viewed
a reliable indemnification procedure as fundamental to the common
law remedy. The Court held that the remedy could not survive the
removal of this foundation. 56 Justices Story and McLean filed sepa-
rate dissents, arguing in part that taxpayers could not constitution-
ally be deprived of all judicial remedies for recovery of illegal or exces-
sive taxes. There being no other remedy, they maintained, suits
against collectors could not be abolished. 57

Congress reacted quickly. Within a few weeks, it passed a so-
styled "explanatory Act" declaring that the 1839 legislation should
not be understood as impairing the rights of persons to sue collec-
tors. 58 The Court was satisfied; suits against collectors were rehabili-
tated as a remedy. 59 But, given the legislation, the Supreme Court
"no longer regarded the suit as a common-law action, but rather as
a statutory remedy which ‘in its nature [was] a remedy against
the Government.’ ” 60

51. This ran contrary to “[t]he ideal of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and of all
modern code pleading . . . that a party who has timely brought a suit in a court having
jurisdiction shall not be defeated by mere procedural technicalities.” Plumb, supra note 43,
at 685.
52. The federal government abolished the “paid under protest” requirement in 1924.
53. Rev. Stat. § 989 (1875); see, e.g., George Moore Ice Cream Co. v. Rose, 289 U.S.
373, 380-81 (1933).
54. See Cary v. Curtis, 44 U.S. (3 How.) 236, 243 (1845) (noting that the practice “led
to great abuses, and to much loss to the public”).
57. Id. at 252-56 (Story, J., dissenting), 263-66 (McLean, J., dissenting).
Black) 461, 479 (1862)).
Congress created a second refund remedy when it established the Court of Claims in 1855. That body originated as an administrative or advisory body but was elevated to judicial status, with jurisdiction to hear claims against the federal government, including tax claims.

Next, in 1887, Congress created another refund action in the Tucker Act. It conferred on federal district courts jurisdiction to hear claims against the United States not exceeding $1000. Taxpayers with larger refund claims could sue either the United States in the Court of Claims or the collector in district court. The utility of that second alternative was impaired, however, when the Supreme Court held that an action against a collector was personal in character and could not, in the event of the particular collector’s death or other vacation of office, be maintained against her successor. Congress responded to that holding by amending the statute to remove the ceiling amount in the event that the collector to whom the tax was paid was not in office when the suit was commenced.

These historical artifacts have now been tidied up. Refund suits against collectors have been abolished. Instead, tax refund claims may be brought against the federal government in either the Court of Federal Claims (the current iteration of the Court of Claims) or federal district court, without any ceiling on the amount sought.

This history was driven by the desire to provide taxpayers effective remedies. Congress’ failure to so provide in early years impelled the courts to create a common law remedy, however unwieldy. Limitations on that judicial remedy spurred Congress to improve statutory remedies progressively.

2. The Anti-Injunction Act and Its Exceptions

As we have just seen, taxpayers had the ability through refund suits to attempt to secure the return of taxes allegedly improperly collected by the federal government. But were taxpayers remitted to only this “back end” remedy? Lawyers are fond of seeking injunctions. Instead of paying the tax then trying for a refund, could tax-

---

63. Act of Mar. 3, 1887, ch. 359, § 2, 24 Stat. 505. This was held to include jurisdiction over tax refund claims. United States v. Emery, Bird, Thayer Realty Co., 237 U.S. 28, 32 (1915).
64. Smietanka v. Ind. Steel Co., 257 U.S. 1, 6 (1921).
payers obtain earlier judicial determination of the merits of a particular case by bringing an injunction action against impending tax assessment or collection?

From an early date—essentially contemporaneous with the abolition of the income tax imposed by the Union during the Civil War—Congress answered that question in the negative. In 1867, it enacted the earliest version of the Anti-Injunction Act (“AIA”). The current version of the Act, embodied in I.R.C. § 7421(a), provides, in the main, that “no suit for the purpose of restraining the assessment or collection of any tax shall be maintained in any court by any person, whether or not such person is the person against whom such tax was assessed.”

The AIA was adopted by voice vote as a floor amendment and so was not accompanied by committee reports. Nonetheless, the text of the statute makes the provision’s purpose plain enough. “This statute protects the Government’s ability to collect a consistent stream of revenue . . . . Because of the [AIA], taxes can ordinarily be challenged only after they are paid, by suing for a refund.” This understanding has existed essentially from the original enactment of the statute.

This strong “protect the revenue” measure has been modified by both Congress and the Supreme Court, however. Congress has amended § 7421 from time to time to allow injunction actions when the IRS proceeds with assessment or collection in disregard of statutorily prescribed taxpayer remedies and protections.

---

68. For description of the Civil War income tax, see Internal Revenue Service, supra note 2, at 10-15.
70. A parallel prohibition exists in I.R.C. § 7421(b) as to suits to restrain assessment or collection of transferee or fiduciary liabilities.
71. I.R.C. § 7421(a). Taxpayers or third parties seeking injunctions sometimes also desire judicial declaration of the illegality of the tax rule or its application in the particular case. Just as the AIA can be a barrier to an injunction, the Declaratory Judgment Act (“DJA”) can be a barrier to a declaration. The DJA withdraws authority from federal courts to grant declaratory relief in tax cases. 28 U.S.C. § 2201(a) (2006). The courts typically hold that the AIA and the DJA are coextensive. See, e.g., Sigmoid Coal Co. v. Apfel, 226 F.3d 291, 299 (4th Cir. 2000) (citing In re Leckie Smokeless Coal Co., 99 F.3d 573, 583 (4th Cir. 1996)).
72. Even textualist judges use statutory purpose, as long as such purpose can be derived from the statute itself and its context, rather than from suspect committee reports. See Antonin Scalia & Bryan A. Garner, Reading Law: The Interpretation of Legal Texts 56-58 (2012).
75. Specifically, I.R.C. § 7421(a) allows injunction suits as provided in § 6015(e) (Tax Court review of spousal relief cases), §§ 6212(a), (c), 6213(a) (Tax Court review of deficiency actions), §§ 6225(b), 6246(b) (TEFRA proceedings), § 6330(e)(1) (collection due process cases), § 6331(i) (levies as to divisible taxes), § 6672(c) (trust fund recovery penalty
In addition, the Supreme Court created judicial exceptions to the AIA. Initially, the Court held that an injunction action will lie if all three of these conditions are satisfied: (1) under the most pro-IRS view of the facts and the law, there is no possibility that the IRS could prevail on the merits in the controversy; (2) the taxpayer is threatened with irreparable harm; and (3) no adequate legal remedy is available to the taxpayer.\footnote{See Miller v. Standard Nut Margarine Co., 284 U.S. 498, 510-11 (1932), overruled by Enochs v. Williams Packing & Navigation Co., 370 U.S. 1, 6 (1962).}

Later, taking a purposive tack, the Court created a second exception. Under it, the AIA will bar injunction actions "only in situations in which Congress ha[s] provided the aggrieved party with an alternative legal avenue by which to contest the legality of a particular tax."\footnote{South Carolina v. Regan, 465 U.S. 367, 373 (1984).}

A recent prominent appearance of the AIA was in \textit{NFIB}, which tested the constitutionality of the individual mandate provision of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. Holding that the shared responsibility payment (which enforces the mandate) constitutes a penalty, not a tax, for statutory purposes, the Court held that the AIA did not prevent on-the-merits review of the constitutional issues.\footnote{\textit{NFIB}, 132 S. Ct. at 2583-84; id. at 2656 (Scalia, Kennedy, Thomas & Alito, JJ., dissenting); see Steve R. Johnson, \textit{It's Not a Tax (Statutorily), but It Is a Tax (Constitutionally)}, 32 A.B.A. SEC. TAX'N NEWS Q. 13 (2012).}

This chapter in our story reflects a dominant revenue protection purpose, of course. Dominant, but not unmixed. The AIA does not prevent all challenges to tax assessment and collection, just injunctions. The presence of an alternative taxpayer remedy—refund suits—is what makes prohibiting injunctions politically and constitutionally palatable.\footnote{See infra Part II.B.7.} Moreover, Congress has withdrawn even the prohibition on injunctions when necessary to maintain the integrity of a variety of protections for taxpayers and third parties. The judicial exceptions—although limited—further evince the system’s desire to protect the revenue only in cases of genuine necessity.

### 3. Creation of Prepayment Remedies

National crises, especially wars, transform societies. Among other effects, America’s participation in World War I caused the federal income and profits taxes to emerge as the federal government’s pri-
mary means of finance. This emergence created great stress on the then Bureau of Internal Revenue because, first, the taxes were highly conceptually complex and, second, numerous taxpayers were swept into the net when the income tax graduated from a class tax to a mass tax.

Taxpayers who disagreed with the Bureau’s determination of their tax liability had the judicial remedies described in Part II.B.1, of course. But the absence of a pre-assessment remedy soon became a sore point. The first such remedy was administrative. In 1918, Congress confirmed and extended 1917 authority by creating an Advisory Tax Board, whose members were appointed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. The Commissioner could on his own authority, and was required to on request by the taxpayer, submit to the Board any question as to interpretation or administration of income, war profits, or excess profits tax. In 1921, Congress required the Bureau to give the taxpayer notice of its intention to assess income tax and an opportunity to file an appeal with the Bureau’s Committee on Appeals and Review within thirty days of the notice.

Not surprisingly, some believed that taxpayers could not get a “square deal” while the appellate unit remained within the Bureau itself. Accordingly, in 1924 Congress created the Board of Tax Appeals as an independent agency within the Executive Branch to hear appeals from deficiency determinations by the Bureau. Decisions by the Board were appealable to federal district court.

In 1942, Congress renamed the Board the “Tax Court of the United States,” although it continued to be an independent agency in the Executive Branch, with its jurisdiction, powers, and duties unaltered. Finally, in 1969, Congress ended the tribunal’s status as an agency. It “established, under article I of the Constitution of the United States, a court of record to be known as the United States Tax Court.” As it is currently constituted, “[t]he Tax Court’s function

81. For discussion of this emergence, see DUBROFF, supra note 28, at 1-12, and David Laro, The Evolution of the Tax Court as an Independent Tribunal, 1995 U. ILL. L. REV. 17, 19-22.
83. Id. § 1301(d)(2), 40 Stat. at 1141; see Williamsport Wire Rope Co. v. United States, 277 U.S. 551, 562 n.7 (1928).
85. 62 CONG. REC. 8913-14 (1922) (statement of Sen. Pomerene); see also DUBROFF, supra note 28, at 58 (noting “the widespread belief that the Committee maintained a policy of resolving all doubts against the taxpayer”).
88. I.R.C. § 7441.
and role in the federal judicial scheme closely resemble those of the federal district courts . . . .” 89 Its decisions are appealable to the circuit courts “in the same manner and to the same extent as decisions of the district courts in civil actions tried without a jury.” 90

This chapter in the saga of federal tax procedure is clear. The reasons for the creation of the prepayment remedy initially and for its evolution into greater independence and institutional dignity are evident. Congress was animated by notions of confidence, competence, and consistency. The confidence of the public in the fairness of the process was bolstered by the formalization of the Tax Court as a court, a tribunal separate from the IRS. 91 The competence of the tribunal to decide tax controversies fairly and correctly would be promoted by the tax experience of the members selected for it and their specialized tax dockets. 92 Consistency—nationwide uniformity in interpretation and application of the tax laws—also was hoped to result from the Tax Court’s nationwide jurisdiction. 93

4. Flora Full Payment Rule

Part II.B.1 above traced the development of federal refund litigation remedies. An important question remained, however: was full payment of the assessed amount necessary before a refund case could be brought? For instance, assume the IRS has assessed $50,000 of additional income tax liability against Abigail. Can she pay only $20,000 (or even $100) of that amount and sue for refund of it? Or is Abigail precluded from bringing suit until she pays the full $50,000?

The lower courts were divided. 94 The Supreme Court granted certiorari to resolve the conflict. In Flora I, with only one justice dissent-

90. I.R.C. § 7482(a)(1).
91. John Nance Garner, then ranking Democrat on the House Ways and Means Committee, expressed the common concern that, as long as members of the reviewing body were subject to the Treasury Department, “if they did not decide cases to suit [the Treasury Secretary] he could kick them out and get somebody who would.” 65 CONG. REC. 3282 (1924).
92. For a while, Tax Court decisions were given greater influential weight than other decisions of lower courts because of this expertise. See, e.g., Dobson v. Commissioner, 320 U.S. 489, 498-502 (1943) (contrasting the “long legislative or administrative [tax] experience” of Tax Court judges to “the lack of a roundly tax-informed viewpoint of [generalist] judges”), abrogated in part by I.R.C. § 7482.
93. For this reason, the Tax Court originally took the position that when its sense of the law differed from that of the circuit court to which the case would be appealable, it would continue to adhere to its view despite the relevant circuit’s contrary view. Lawrence v. Commissioner, 27 T.C. 713, 716-20 (1957). The Tax Court later abandoned that position, deferring to the controlling circuit even when that meant that substantively identical cases would be decided inconsistently because they were within different circuits. Golsen v. Commissioner, 54 T.C. 742, 756-58 (1970), aff’d, 445 F.2d 985 (10th Cir. 1971).
94. Compare Flora v. United States, 246 F.2d 929 (10th Cir. 1957), aff’d, 142 F. Supp. 602 (D. Wyo. 1956), and Suhr v. United States, 18 F.2d 81 (3d Cir. 1927) (holding that full
ing (in a dissent of only one paragraph), the Court held in favor of the full payment view. The majority's opinion turned mainly on statutory interpretation and precedent, not policy. It affirmed what it called "carefully considered dictum" in one of its 1876 decisions.

The majority saw the contrary lower court cases as interlopers. In its view, the full payment "understanding of the statutory scheme appears to have prevailed for the succeeding fifty or sixty years" after 1876. Thus, "there does not appear to be a single case before 1940 in which a taxpayer attempted a suit for refund of income taxes without paying the full amount the Government alleged to be due." This assertion was important because a long settled tradition of consistent interpretation is a powerful consideration of statutory construction.

The Court's historical assertions were inaccurate. As the Government later conceded, there were in fact pre-1940 cases in which taxpayers sued for refunds without having fully paid the assessment and without the Government or the court objecting to this omission. Accordingly, the Court granted rehearing.

Flora II, decided in 1960, was a much more searching exploration. Again the Court held in favor of the full payment approach, but only by five-to-four, with a much longer majority opinion, one long dissent, and one short dissent.

As befits the closeness of the vote, the majority acknowledged the closeness of the merits. As supporting a partial payment approach, the majority noted that suits against collectors could be maintained without full payment and that there was an "absence of any conclusive evidence that Congress ha[d] ever intended to inaugurate a new rule."

---

96. Id. at 68 (discussing Cheatham v. United States, 92 U.S. 85 (1876)).
97. Id.
98. Id. at 69.
99. See, e.g., United States v. Cleveland Indians Baseball Co., 532 U.S. 200, 219-20 (2001); Flora II, 362 U.S. 145, 177-78 (1960) (Frankfurter, J., dissenting) ("[I]n construing a tax law it has been my rule to follow almost blindly accepted understanding of the meaning of tax legislation, when that is manifested by long-continued, uniform practice, unless a statute leaves no admissible opening for administrative construction.").
100. Although there was some wrangling over precisely how many such cases there were, there were at least two in the Supreme Court and a number in the lower courts. See Flora II, 362 U.S. at 181-85 (citing Bowers v. Kerbaugh-Empire Co., 271 U.S. 170 (1926); Cook v. Tait, 265 U.S. 47 (1924), and various lower court decisions).
102. Id. at 152.
103. See supra Part II.B.1.
In favor of the full payment predicate, the majority enlisted its view of the 1876 decision, a 1921 statutory amendment, and—decisively—the “carefully articulated and quite complicated structure of tax laws.” 105 The majority perceived “that Congress ha[d] several times acted upon the assumption that [the Code] requires full payment before suit,” 106 these times being the establishment of the Board of Tax Appeals and the enactment of the Declaratory Judgment Act and § 7422(e) of the Code. 107 Although giving primary attention to statutory construction, the majority also invoked several policy arguments, including concerns about claim splitting, 108 allocation of caseloads between the Tax Court and refund fora, 109 and erosion of revenue collection. 110

In contrast, the dissenters expressed their “deep and abiding conviction that the Court today departs from the plain direction of Congress . . . , defeats its beneficent purpose, and repudiates many soundly reasoned opinions of the federal courts . . . .” 111 The dissenters read the statutes and precedents differently from the majority, and they disagreed at the level of policy as well. Specifically, the dissent maintained that a partial payment rule would not hamper tax collection, 112 but it would avoid “great hardships” by allowing suits by those lacking the resources to pay fully before litigating. 113

The full payment rule has been settled since Flora II, but there are exceptions and ambiguities. For example, the taxpayer’s liability may include as many as three components: the deficiency, interest on the deficiency, and one or more penalties. To satisfy Flora II, the taxpayer must fully pay the deficiency, of course, but must she also pay all the interest and/or all the penalties? The Supreme Court has not addressed the issue, and lower court decisions have been divided. 114

105. Id.
106. Id. (construing 28 U.S.C. § 1346(a)(1)).
107. Id. at 158-67.
108. Id. at 165-66.
109. Id. at 176.
110. Id. at 169 n.36, 176 n.41.
111. Id. at 178 (Whittaker, J., dissenting).
112. Id. at 194-95.
113. Id. at 195, 198.
An important exception applies to so-called divisible taxes, that is, taxes based on separate transactions the assessments of which occur separately. Prominent examples include withholding taxes and the related trust fund recovery penalty under § 6672.115 One facing the penalty can secure judicial review by paying the amount attributable to one employee for each calendar quarter at issue and posting a bond. The government will then counterclaim for the amounts attributable to the remaining employees.116

What values does this episode reflect? Since the Flora cases are primarily about statutory interpretation and precedent, the values of congressional primacy and stability in taxation are much in evidence. Process efficiency also is implicated. So are revenue protection and provision of effective taxpayer remedies—with no clear winner between the two. Revenue protection was a policy invoked by the majority, but that should not be overemphasized. The justices were closely divided. Moreover, the majority thought that the availability of pre-payment Tax Court review ameliorated the concern about erosion of the refund remedy by enshrining a full payment predicate.117 Thus, the majority did not see a sharp conflict between revenue protection and provision of effective taxpayer remedies.

5. Powell and IRS Information Gathering

As Bacon observed, “knowledge itself is power.”118 The IRS cannot test the accuracy of taxpayers’ returns without the ability to gather information on taxpayers’ transactions. Thus, Congress has granted the IRS authority “to examine any books, papers, records, or other data which may be relevant or material to such inquiry,” and to summon taxpayers and third parties to give testimony under oath or produce “such books, papers, records, or other data . . . as may be relevant or material to such inquiry.”119

But the IRS’s need for information must be balanced with taxpayers’ interest in avoiding unnecessarily burdensome examinations.120 Thus, the Code contains a number of provisions to prevent undue in-
trusion. These provisions: (1) require that the times and places of examination be “reasonable under the circumstances”;121 (2) control audio recording of interviews;122 (3) require the IRS to explain the audit process and the taxpayer’s rights in it;123 (4) limit IRS summonses when the Department of Justice has entered the case;124 (5) prohibit the IRS from using especially detailed financial status inquiry programs absent reasonable indication that there is a likelihood the taxpayer has unreported income;125 (6) impose special restrictions on tax investigations of churches;126 (7) establish rules as to IRS contacts with third parties;127 (8) heighten requirements when the IRS seeks sensitive computer information;128 (9) give taxpayers intervention rights when the IRS summons information from third parties;129 and (10) create requirements for the enforcement of “John Doe” summonses.130 The IRS has established additional protections as a matter of administrative policy.131

One of the early protective provisions is § 7605(b), enacted originally in 1921.132 In current form, the section provides that taxpayers shall not “be subjected to unnecessary examination or investigations” and that taxpayers’ “books of account” shall be subject to only one inspection for each tax year unless the IRS “after investigation, notifies the taxpayer in writing that an additional inspection is necessary.”133 The floor manager of the 1921 bill justified the measure thusly:

Since these income taxes and direct taxes have been in force very general complaint has been made . . . at the repeated visits of tax examiners, who perhaps are overzealous. . . . From many of the cities of the country very bitter complaints have reached me . . . of unnecessary visits and inquisitions. . . . This section is purely in the interest of quieting all this trouble and in the interest of the peace of mind of the honest taxpayer.134

121. I.R.C. § 7605(a).
122. Id. § 7521(a).
123. Id. § 7521(b)(1).
124. Id. § 7602(d)(1).
125. Id. § 7602(e).
126. Id. § 7611(b).
127. Id. § 7602(c).
128. Id. § 7609(a).
129. Id. § 7609(b)(1).
130. Id. § 7609(f).
133. I.R.C. § 7605(b).
134. 61 CONG. REC. 5855 (1921) (statement of Sen. Penrose).
The interplay of § 7605(b) and the IRS’s summons was at the heart of Powell, the most important case in our history as to the scope of the IRS’s investigatory power. Although the IRS issues summonses during relatively few examinations, the summons power lies behind all IRS information gathering. Taxpayers understand that, if they do not respond to informal IRS requests for information, the IRS has the ability to proceed to a summons.

In Powell, the IRS was examining two income tax returns of a company of which Powell was the president. The IRS summoned Powell to give testimony and produce records. Powell declined because the IRS had already examined the returns once before and because the normal statute of limitations on assessing deficiencies as to those returns had already expired (although the limitations period remained open if the returns were fraudulent). Powell maintained that, before he could be forced to respond, it was incumbent on the IRS to state grounds for believing that the returns reflected fraud. The IRS refused to do so. The Government brought an action in district court to enforce the summons, and the district court held for the Government.

The Third Circuit reversed. It reasoned that, because the returns could be adjusted only if fraudulent, § 7605(b)’s prohibition of “unnecessary examination” barred reexamination of the records unless the IRS had information “which might cause a reasonable man to suspect that there has been fraud in the return for the otherwise closed year.”

The Supreme Court granted certiorari because of conflict among the circuits as to the standards the IRS must meet in order to obtain judicial enforcement of its summonses. Although it acknowledged that a standard resembling the stringency of the circuit court’s test

136. Id. at 49.
137. Id.
138. Id.; see also I.R.C. § 6501(a) (three-year “general” limitations period), (c)(1) (infinite limitations period in case of fraud).
139. Powell, 379 U.S. at 49.
140. Id.
141. Id. IRS summonses are not self-enforcing. In general, when a taxpayer does not comply with a summons, the Government must seek an order of enforcement. If that order is granted and not complied with, contempt of court sanctions follow. See, e.g., Reisman v. Caplin, 375 U.S. 440, 446 (1964).
142. Powell, 379 U.S. at 50.
143. Id.
145. The conflicting circuit court cases are identified at Powell, 379 U.S. at 50, 51 & n.8.
was “possible,” a 6-to-3 majority of the Court held that the IRS “need make no showing of probable cause to suspect fraud unless the taxpayer raises a substantial question that judicial enforcement of the administrative summons would be an abusive use of the court’s process.”

The majority supported its holding by reference to cases rejecting probable cause requirements as to summonses and subpoenas issued by other federal agencies. Clearly, however, the fulcrum was the majority’s fear that a rigorous standard “might seriously hamper the IRS in carrying out investigations [it] thinks warranted.”

In place of probable cause, the Powell Court erected the standard that has controlled summons enforcement cases ever since. It consists of an initial burden on the IRS, satisfaction of which causes the burden going forward to shift to the taxpayer.

The Government’s prima facie case consists of its establishing (typically by affidavit of the IRS examining agent) four matters: “that the investigation will be conducted pursuant to a legitimate purpose, that the inquiry may be relevant to the purpose, that the information sought is not already within the IRS’s possession, and that the administrative steps required by the Code have been followed.” These elements are minimal, as subsequent cases have underscored.

Even if the IRS establishes these elements, the taxpayer or other summoned party may still “challenge the summons on any appropriate ground.” Illustratively, the Court noted that enforcement would be an abuse of process “if the summons had been issued for an improper purpose, such as to harass the taxpayer or to put pressure on him to settle a collateral dispute, or for any other purpose reflecting on the good faith of the particular investigation.”

The dominant impulse behind Powell was protection of the revenue, based on the centrality of information to IRS examination and enforcement. However, this impulse is tempered by the second stage

146. *Id.* at 53.
147. *Id.* at 51.
149. Powell, 379 U.S. at 54; see also *id.* at 56 (“For us to import a probable cause standard to be enforced by the courts would substantially overshoot the goal which [Congress] sought to attain.”).
150. *Id.* at 57-58.
151. *Id.*
154. *Id.*
of the Powell test, as explained above. Moreover, the context must be considered. Summons enforcement is not a determination of the merits. A pro-IRS doctrine at the investigation stage is tolerable as long as fair procedures are employed in the ensuing determination on the merits. Indeed, Powell merely reduces informational asymmetry between the parties, so that administrative and judicial determinations on the merits can be made on something approaching a level playing field.

6. Federal Tax Lien Act

Assessment is a crucial act in federal taxation. Assessment is a mere mechanical act, essentially “a bookkeeping notation” by which the IRS fixes a dollar amount of liability for a particular period of a particular tax for a particular taxpayer. But this mechanical act has great legal significance: the IRS has no legal authority to engage in enforced collection actions until there has been a valid assessment. For the assessment to be valid, all preliminary steps prescribed by the Code must have been accomplished.

Once the assessment has been made, the IRS bills the taxpayer for any amount not yet paid. If the taxpayer does not “voluntarily” pay in response to the bill, the IRS may engage in enforced collection. The IRS’s collection powers far exceed those of private creditors. Among the IRS’s collection tools are tax liens, filing notices of tax liens, levies on and administrative sale of property, instigation of judicial sale of property, and offsetting tax debts against otherwise due tax refunds.

Pre-assessment issues get much more attention from tax practitioners and scholars than do post-assessment issues. Nonetheless, the latter have great practical significance, not only for the taxpayers

---

155. See id. at 54 (noting the dubious wisdom of “forcing [the IRS] to litigate and prosecute appeals on the very subject which [it] desires to investigate”).
157. See, e.g., I.R.C. §§ 6322, 6331(a).
159. The general federal tax lien attaches to “all property and rights to property” of the tax delinquent. I.R.C. § 6321. A variety of special tax liens also exist. See, e.g., id. §§ 6324(a) (estate taxes), 6324(b) (gift taxes), 6324A (estate taxes deferred under § 6166), 6324B (additional estate taxes attributable to property qualifying for special valuation under § 2032A).
160. See id. § 6323(f). Even before filing, the so-called “secret lien” is effective against the taxpayer. See, e.g., Don King Prods., Inc. v. Thomas, 945 F.2d 529, 533 (2d Cir. 1991).
161. I.R.C. §§ 6331 (levy, also sometimes called seizure or distraint), 6335 (administrative sale of property levied upon).
162. Id. § 7403.
163. See, e.g., id. § 6402(d).
themselves but also for third parties. Those who owe money to the IRS often owe money to others as well, and tax delinquents often co-own property with persons who do not have tax debts. Accordingly, whether and how the IRS proceeds against the property of taxpayers can have powerful effects on the interests and behavior of third parties as well.

The steady direction of federal tax collection law has been towards greater solicitude for the rights and interests of third parties, even to the point, in some instances, of according third party claims priority over IRS claims. The Federal Tax Lien Act is the most important landmark along this road, although neither the first nor the last.

Early on, the law was highly protective of governmental revenues. Before the modern federal income tax, the Union imposed an income tax during the Civil War. That earlier income tax, too, was enforced in part by a tax lien. That lien was superior to the interests of third parties—even if the tax lien had not been filed and even if the third party was a subsequent bona fide purchaser.

However, in ensuing generations, Congress displayed “an increasing awareness of the public importance of security of titles, and of the need of certain creditors to be able to rely upon the taxpayer’s apparent unencumbered ownership of his property.” Part of this awareness was enlightened self-interest. Congress realized that protecting the interests of third parties in appropriate circumstances can induce them to engage in economic transactions with the tax delinquent, enhancing the ability of the delinquent to pay the IRS.

Here are some of the steps in the unfolding awareness. In 1913, Congress accorded priority to purchasers, mortgagees, and judgment creditors over the IRS when notice of the federal tax lien was not properly filed in the designated office. In 1939, this was extended to pledgees.

In some instances, third parties should be protected even when the IRS has previously filed notice of its lien, either because searching the records is impracticable under the circumstances or because certain kinds of transactions should be encouraged. Thus, in 1939, Congress created superpriorities for some purchasers and for those

---

164. For example, federal tax liens attach to the tax debtor’s property even if notice of it is not filed. Filing affects priorities between the IRS and other creditors when the taxpayer has insufficient assets to satisfy all claims against him. See id. § 6323.


166. See United States v. Snyder, 149 U.S. 210 (1893).


lending on the security of "securities." A superpriority for purchasers of motor vehicles was established in 1964.

The 1966 Federal Tax Lien Act dwarfed in scope previous expansions of collection protections for third parties. Its origins lay in a decade-long study project by the American Bar Association. The 1966 Act contained important provisions related to the validity and priority of tax liens as against purchasers, security interest holders, mechanic's lienors, and judgment creditors; release of tax liens and discharge of property from the reach of the liens; property seizures; release of tax levies and return of property levied upon; and judicial actions by the government, taxpayers, and third parties as to tax collection issues.

A leading figure of the time described the Act thusly:

Congress granted specific relief in a number of meritorious situations and, on the whole, achieved equity in a field that had been notorious for its absence. . . . Truly it could be said, to borrow a phrase used by Justice Cardozo in another connection, that a "high-minded Government renounced an advantage that was felt to be ignoble, and set up a new standard of equity and conscience."

The 1966 legislation dramatically advanced the cause of fairness and economic rationality in federal tax collection, but it did not resolve all problems. Incremental changes continued, and continue, to be made to the governing Code provisions. A brief survey of the safeguards as they currently stand follows.

Relief from tax liens: Upon request by the taxpayer or another affected person, the IRS may release the tax lien, subordinate it to other interests in or claims upon the property, discharge particular property from the lien, or certify that the lien does not attach to particular property. The IRS also may withdraw a filed notice of tax lien.

170. Id.
173. Plumb, supra note 167, at 232-33 (quoting George Moore Ice Cream Co. v. Rose, 289 U.S. 373, 379 (1933)).
175. For a more complete description, see RICHARDSON, BORISON & JOHNSON, supra note 9, at 364-75.
176. I.R.C. § 6325.
177. Id. § 6323(j).
Relief from levies: Under a variety of conditions—some mandatory and some within the discretion of the IRS—the IRS may release a levy and notice of levy and may return property that has been levied on.178

Other administrative relief: Taxpayers may secure review of collection controversies by the IRS Appeals Office through the Collection Due Process procedures179 (with the possibility of subsequent judicial review) and through the Collection Appeals Program180 (without the possibility of subsequent judicial review). In addition, the Office of the Taxpayer Advocate is empowered to issue Taxpayer Assistance Orders when the IRS fails to follow established collection procedures.181

Judicial remedies: Under § 7426, third parties and, in some cases, taxpayers may sue in federal district court for four kinds of relief: (1) determination that a levy is wrongful; (2) return of amounts received from sale of property in excess of tax liability; (3) obtaining funds held as substituted proceeds; and (4) determination of the IRS’s interest as to substituted proceeds.182 Taxpayers and third parties may bring damages actions for improper collection actions by the IRS.183 In addition, a variety of ancillary judicial remedies are provided under statutes outside the Code.184

7. Shapiro, Laing, and Jeopardy Assessment Review

As seen in Part II.B.3 above, our system is committed to providing a prepayment mechanism for resolving disputes involving liability for income tax and some other kinds of taxes. But there is an obvious peril. In the years that can pass during audit, administrative appeal, and Tax Court litigation, the ability of the IRS to collect on the eventual judgment can be put at hazard. Taxpayers may secret themselves or their assets, may transfer their assets, or may become insolvent. The government’s legitimate revenue interests must be protected against such eventualities.

178. Id. § 6343.
179. Id. §§ 6320, 6330. These procedures are discussed further in Part IV infra.
180. See I.R.C. § 7123(a).
181. Id. § 7811.
182. Id. § 7426(a).
183. Id. §§ 7426(h), 7432-7433. For discussion of whether existing damages remedies should be expanded, see Steve Johnson, A Residual Damages Right Against the IRS: A Cure Worse than the Disease, 88 TAX NOTES 395 (2000); Leandra Lederman, Of Taxpayer Rights, Wrongs, and a Proposed Remedy, 87 TAX NOTES 1133 (2000); Leandra Lederman, Taxpayer Rights in the Lurch: A Response to Professor Johnson, 88 TAX NOTES 1041 (2000).
Thus, the IRS has the power to make jeopardy and termination assessments and levies, shortcutting normal assessment and collection procedures in conditions of peril to the revenue.185 But the very power of those devices inspires concern about possible abuse. The right to adequate notice and opportunity to be heard as to governmental deprivation of property “is central to the Constitution’s command of due process.”186 Normally, this is prior notice and opportunity to be heard. “The purpose of this requirement is not only to ensure abstract fair play to the individual. Its purpose, more particularly, is to protect his use and possession of property from arbitrary encroachment—to minimize substantively unfair or mistaken deprivations of property . . . .”187

Post-deprivation notice and hearing are permissible only in “extraordinary situations where some valid governmental interest is at stake that justifies postponing the hearing until after the event.”188 Due process would be traduced were the government to offer no notice and hearing at all, neither pre- nor post-deprivation.189

In the mid-1970s, the Supreme Court decided two cases involving the then extant procedures for challenging IRS jeopardy and termination assessments. In Laing190 and Shapiro,191 the Court expressed reservations about the constitutional adequacy of those procedures. Within a few months, Congress enacted § 7429, providing rapid and reasonably rigorous post-assessment review.192 The section: (1) requires that the IRS inform the taxpayer within five days of the reasons for the expedited assessment or levy;193 (2) allows the taxpayer to seek review by the IRS Appeals Office of the expedited action;194 (3) permits the taxpayer, within ninety days thereafter, to seek district court or Tax Court review;195 and (4) requires decision by the court within twenty days.196 This proceeding does not finally resolve the

188. Id. at 82 (quoting Boddie v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371, 378-79 (1971)).
189. “[I]t is very doubtful that the need to collect the revenues is a sufficient reason to justify seizure causing irreparable injury without a prompt post-seizure inquiry of any kind into the IRS’s basis for its claim.” Commissioner v. Shapiro, 424 U.S. 614, 630 n.12 (1976); see also Bowles v. Willingham, 321 U.S. 503, 520 (1944).
191. Shapiro, 424 U.S. at 629.
194. Id. § 7429(a)(2)-(3).
195. Id. § 7429(b)(1)-(2). Review may be sought in the Tax Court only if the IRS made the jeopardy assessment after a Tax Court deficiency action had already been commenced. Id. § 7429(b)(2)(B).
merits.\textsuperscript{197} It addresses only whether the making of the expedited assessment and the amount of that assessment were reasonable under the circumstances.\textsuperscript{198} Despite occasional murmurs, § 7429 is generally accepted as constitutionally adequate.

This skein of our tax procedure history shows the delicate interplay of the “fair procedures for taxpayers” value and the “protect the revenue” value. The former value called into existence prepayment judicial determinations in the Tax Court as to income taxes and some other taxes. The latter value required modification, through the jeopardy and termination assessment mechanisms, of the prepayment procedures to obviate the possibility of abuse. But the former value again reared its head through § 7429, to modify the modification.

\section*{8. TEFRA Partnership Audit/Litigation Procedures}

Crises often provoke responses that, although dire in their nature and consequences, were necessary at the time or at least seemed so to sober persons lashed by the goal of circumstance.\textsuperscript{199} In the 1960s through 1980s, the proliferation of tax shelters provoked a crisis in tax administration in the United States. Numerous legislative, regulatory, and judicial responses—of varying degrees of effectiveness and desirability—were called forth. One of them was the enactment of the so-called unified partnership audit and litigation procedures by the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (“TEFRA”).\textsuperscript{200}

Tax shelters were designed, in the main, to generate “paper” losses that could offset real income, thus reducing the participants’ income subject to tax. Because they are “pass-through” entities, part-

\textsuperscript{196} Id. § 7429(b)(3).

\textsuperscript{197} The making of a termination or jeopardy assessment does not obviate the IRS’s obligation to issue a notice of deficiency triggering the opportunity for Tax Court review of the merits of the adjustments set out in the notice. In the case of a termination assessment, the notice for the full terminated tax year must be issued within sixty days after the due date of the return for the year or the date on which the return was filed. Id. § 6851(b). In the case of a jeopardy assessment, the notice must be issued within sixty days after the making of the assessment. Id. § 6861(b).

\textsuperscript{198} Id. § 7429(g). The reasonableness standard “means something more than ‘not arbitrary and capricious,’ and something less than ‘supported by substantial evidence.’” Harvey v. United States, 730 F. Supp. 1097, 1106 (S.D. Fla. 1990) (quoting Loretto v. United States, 440 F. Supp. 1168, 1172 (E.D. Pa. 1977)).

\textsuperscript{199} One thinks, for example, of Lincoln’s suspension of some civil liberties during the Civil War, and of, during World War II, Franklin Roosevelt’s internment of Japanese Americans, Churchill’s fire-bombing of Dresden, and Truman’s use of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

nerships (including, later, limited liability companies taxable as partnerships) and, to a much lesser extent, S corporations were the vehicles through which tax shelters were structured and sold.

Before TEFRA, if the IRS doubted the validity of tax benefits claimed through a partnership, the IRS was compelled to audit the returns of each partner, making common adjustments to each. However, the sheer volume of tax shelters and “investors” in them produced three serious effects. First, the audit resources of the IRS were overwhelmed. Untold tens of thousands of returns containing bogus shelter deductions were allowed to stand because the IRS was unable to audit the returns within the statute of limitations period for assessment of additional liability.\footnote{Normally three years from the dates on which the returns were filed. I.R.C. § 6501(a).} Second, the returns the IRS was able to audit led to a volume of notices of deficiency, and petitions contesting those notices, that inundated the Tax Court.\footnote{For example, between fiscal years 1978 and 1986, largely because of tax shelters, the number of petitions pending in the Tax Court rose from 23,140 to 83,686. The total rose each year and often dramatically. The 1979 increase was 16.9%, followed by a 28.9% increase in 1980 and a 31.7% increase in 1981. Harold Dubroff & Charles M. Greene, Recent Developments in the Business and Procedures of the United States Tax Court, 52 ALB. L. REV. 33, 35 (1987). Tax shelter petitions were the main drivers of these increases.} Third, the frenzy of activity sometimes led to a breach of horizontal equity. The same substantive items on different returns sometimes were treated differently by the IRS.\footnote{See, e.g., John B. Palmer III, TEFRA Treats Partnerships as Separate Entities Under Its New Procedural Rules, 58 J. TAX’N 34, 34 (1983).}

A new approach was needed. The IRS wanted to be able to audit at the entity (partnership) level, rather than having to audit all partners’ returns.\footnote{See Jerome Kurtz, Auditing Partnerships, 134 TAX NOTES 977 (2012).} The IRS sought such authority at least as early as 1978.\footnote{See, e.g., The President’s 1978 Tax Reduction and Reform Proposals: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on Ways & Means, 95th Cong., pt. 1, at 280-90 (1978).} When Congress acted four years later in TEFRA, it did not create a pure entity system. Instead, Congress created a mixed approach. The IRS audits the partnership return at the partnership level; the IRS issues any determination of adjustments to a person designated to represent the partnership; and that person may seek administrative and judicial review of the adjustments on behalf of the partnership. However, at each stage, all the substantial partners have notice and participation rights, preserving the potential for considerable participation by the individual partners in the audit and litigation.\footnote{See I.R.C. §§ 6223-6226. For detailed discussion of the procedures and participation rights, see Richardson, Borison & Johnson, supra note 9, at 161-74.}
Manifold purposes were at work in the creation of the TEFRA partnership regime. The main inspiration, of course, was protecting the revenue by providing a more workable method for auditing tax shelters.\textsuperscript{207} This was reinforced by process values, such as enhancement of accurate and consistent decisionmaking.\textsuperscript{208}

But it would be a mistake to limit the angle of vision to these values. Had they been the whole of Congress’s contemplation, they could have been achieved—and achieved better—by an unadulterated entity-based approach. Congress chose instead to impose a hybrid system including substantial notice and participation rights for partners as an essential part of the bargain.\textsuperscript{209} Thus, even in this context, Congress cared a lot about providing procedural options that were fair to taxpayers and perceived by them to be fair.

9. Brockamp and Equitable Tolling

Statutes of limitations serve important functions of promoting finality and minimizing errors caused by stale evidence. But they also can erode fairness. Reflecting this tension, courts have noted that “statutes of limitations have numerous statutory and common law exceptions,” and those exceptions can “profoundly impact[] . . . strict and literal application[s] of the statute[s].”\textsuperscript{210}

One of these exceptions is equitable tolling, “a judge-made doctrine ‘which operates independently of the literal wording of the [statute]’ to suspend or extend a statute of limitations as necessary to ensure fundamental practicality and fairness.”\textsuperscript{211} At the federal level, it is rebuttably presumed that equitable tolling applies,\textsuperscript{212} and nearly all U.S. states recognize the doctrine in one form or another.\textsuperscript{213}

Can equitable tolling apply when a taxpayer files a refund claim after the limitations period has passed?\textsuperscript{214} Other than the Ninth Cir-

\textsuperscript{207} See, e.g., \textsc{Staff of Joint Comm. on Tax’n, 97th Cong., General Explanation of the Revenue Provisions of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982}, at 268 (Comm. Print 1982).

\textsuperscript{208} See, e.g., \textsc{A.B.A. Section of Taxation, Proposal as to Audit of Partnerships, 32 Tax Law, 551} (1979).

\textsuperscript{209} For an argument that partner participation should be increased beyond even the levels provided by TEFRA, see \textsc{Don R. Spellmann, Taxation Without Notice: Due Process and Other Notice Shortcomings with the Partnership Audit Rules, 52 Tax Law, 133} (1998).


\textsuperscript{211} Lantzy v. Centex Homes, 31 Cal. 4th 363, 370 (Cal. 2003) (quoting Addison v. California, 578 P.2d 941, 943 (1978)).

\textsuperscript{212} Irwin v. Dep’t of Veterans Affairs, 498 U.S. 89, 95-96 (1990).

\textsuperscript{213} See \textsc{Steve R. Johnson, Equitable Tolling in State and Local Tax Cases, 52 St. Tax Notes 917, 917} (2009).

\textsuperscript{214} In general, taxpayers who believe they have overpaid must file refund claims with the IRS “within 3 years from the time the return [for the year] was filed or 2 years from the time the tax was paid, whichever of such periods expires the later.” I.R.C. § 6511(a).
circuit, all federal circuit courts that had considered the matter said “no.” In *Brockamp*, the Supreme Court granted certiorari to resolve this conflict.

*Brockamp* involved two Ninth Circuit cases. In both, the taxpayers filed their refund claims well after expiration of the limitations period. In both, the taxpayers explained their failure to file timely as caused by disabilities (senility or alcoholism). In both, the circuit court accepted that the facts sufficed to trigger application of equitable tolling.

The Supreme Court unanimously reversed both cases, holding that equitable tolling is not available as to tax refund claims. As a matter of statutory construction, the Court noted that “[s]ection 6511 sets forth its time limitations in unusually emphatic form . . . in a highly detailed technical manner [and] reiterates its limitations several times in several different ways.”

The Court also expressed concern about the impact of equitable tolling on orderly tax administration. Noting that the IRS processes over 200 million returns each year and issues over 90 million refunds, the Court remarked:

> To read an “equitable tolling” exception into § 6511 could create serious administrative problems by forcing the IRS to respond to, and perhaps litigate, large numbers of late claims. . . . The nature and potential magnitude of the administrative problem suggest that Congress decided to pay the price of occasional unfairness in individual cases (penalizing a taxpayer whose claim is unavoidably delayed) in order to maintain a more workable tax enforcement system.

Soon thereafter, Congress displayed a more liberal spirit. It partly overthrew *Brockamp* by enacting a limited tolling provision. The statute currently provides that the running of the normal § 6511 limitations period “shall be suspended during any period of such individual’s life that such individual is financially disabled.” In general, one is financially disabled if he “is unable to manage his financial affairs by reason of a medically determinable physical or mental impairment . . . which can be expected to result in death or which has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 12 months.”

---

216. *Id.* at 350-51.
217. *Id.* at 352-53; see also *id.* at 352 (“Tax law, after all, is not normally characterized by case-specific exceptions reflecting individualized equities.”).
218. I.R.C. § 6511(h)(1).
219. *Id.* § 6511(h)(2)(A).
This is a narrow statutory exception and has been read narrowly by the courts.\textsuperscript{220} Cases which fall outside the narrow statutory exception are controlled by Brockamp’s “no equitable tolling” rule.\textsuperscript{221}

10. \textit{IRS Restructuring and Reform Act}

The Internal Revenue Service Reform and Restructuring Act of 1998 (“RRA”)\textsuperscript{222} is a particularly unlovely experience in the sausage factory. It is a story about an opportunistic Republican Senator, a spineless Democratic President, and a complicit media. Senator William Roth was in a tough reelection campaign. He decided to use his chairmanship of the Senate Finance Committee to generate favorable publicity and manufacture a campaign issue. The result was multi-day hearings at which disaffected taxpayers, seemingly corroborated by disgruntled IRS employees (testifying, for dramatic effect, from behind screens to shield them from their employer’s possible retribution), testified as to IRS behavior appearing to range from callous indifference to jack-booted thuggery. President Clinton, employing his well-honed triangulation strategy, preferred to jump on the anti-IRS bandwagon than to probe the worth of the assertions seriously. The media, staring at ratings gold, covered the circus enthusiastically.\textsuperscript{223}

The result was a mood inside the Beltway (and even sometimes in more sober minds outside the Beltway\textsuperscript{224}) of “IRS bad; must punish bad IRS.” The result was the RRA, omnibus legislation containing numerous measures to rein in (actually or symbolically) IRS abuses.\textsuperscript{225} The RRA “introduced seventy-one new taxpayer rights and re-


\textsuperscript{221} See, e.g., Haas v. United States, 107 Fed. Cl. 1, 7-8 (2012).


\textsuperscript{224} A striking illustration occurred in our criminal tax jurisprudence. I.R.C. § 7212 criminalizes forcible or corrupt interference with tax administration. In a 1998 decision clearly influenced by the Senate Finance Committee hearings, the Sixth Circuit gave § 7212 a cramped reading. United States v. Kassouf, 144 F.3d 952, 958 (6th Cir. 1998) (“In this day, when Congress is attempting to curb the reach of the IRS into the homes of taxpayers, we cannot construe a penal law such as § 7212(a) to permit such an invasion into the activities of lawabiding citizens.”). A year later, the Sixth Circuit realized that the outrage of the moment had led it astray, and it limited \textit{Kassouf} to its facts. United States v. Bowman, 173 F.3d 595, 600 (6th Cir. 1999).

\textsuperscript{225} For a description of the changes wrought by the RRA, see Robert Manning & David F. Windish, \textit{The IRS Restructuring and Reform Act: An Explanation}, 80 Tax Notes 83 (1998).
quired, [as of 2003], 1,900 implementation actions by the IRS.”

Some of these measures were in fact constructive. Others were partly good and partly bad. Some were largely meaningless. Some were inimical to effective tax administration.

Subsequent investigations (which received far less publicity than the original allegations) were unable to confirm the veracity of the sensational testimony. But, in politics, perception often matters more than facts. Thus, the point that matters for purposes of this agenda for reform is the value set that the RRA exercise revealed.

Central to the thinking of Congress was “increas[ing] perceptions of procedural fairness by allowing taxpayers additional procedural rights and opportunities to tell their side of the story.” This orientation was evident in the hearings described above and was confirmed by the legislative history. The Senate report, explaining reasons for change, was studded with remarks such as the following: “[A] key reason for taxpayer frustration with the IRS is the lack of appropriate attention to taxpayer needs.”


227. For example, imposing an initial burden-of-production on the IRS when it asserts penalties, see Internal Revenue Service Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998, Pub. Law. No. 105-206, § 3001, 112 Stat. 685, 726 (codified at I.R.C. § 7491(c)), and strengthening the office of the National Taxpayer Advocate, see § 1102, 112 Stat. at 697 (codified at I.R.C. § 7803(c)).


229. Examples are the creation of the IRS Oversight Board, see § 1101, 112 Stat. at 691 (codified at I.R.C. § 7802), which has been generally insignificant in operation, and directing the IRS to revise its Mission Statement to put greater emphasis on serving the public and meeting taxpayers’ needs, see § 1002, 112 Stat. at 690. Priorities in the IRS swing between taxpayer service and enforcement (with the pendulum now more on the enforcement side), without close correlation to the current wording of the Mission Statement.

230. One example is the deceptive burden-of-proof shift provision, see § 3001, 112 Stat. at 726 (codified at I.R.C. § 7491(a)). The provision has induced taxpayers to argue the point in numerous cases, expending resources for all parties and the courts, but has almost never made a difference in how cases actually are decided. See, e.g., Johnson, supra note 223, at 427-46; see also Leandra Lederman, Does the Burden of Proof Matter?, 23 A.B.A. SEC. TAX’N NEWS Q. 10 (2004); Leandra Lederman, Unforeseen Consequences of the Burden of Proof Shift, 80 Tax Notes 379 (1998).


232. Karma also matters. Despite the publicity generated by his hearings, Senator Roth lost his reelection bid.


cerned that individual and small business taxpayers frequently are at a disadvantage when forced to litigate with the [IRS].” Furthermore, taxpayers are entitled to protections in dealing with the IRS that are similar to those they would have in dealing with any other creditor. Accordingly, the Committee believes that the IRS should afford taxpayers adequate notice of collection activity and a meaningful hearing before the IRS deprives them of their property.

11. Ballard and Tax Court Process

Ballard started out as a prosaic case but ended as anything but. The IRS alleged that the taxpayers engaged in a scheme involving kickbacks that they failed to report on their federal income tax returns. The taxpayers filed Tax Court petitions challenging the IRS’s determinations. The chief judge of the Tax Court assigned the cases for hearing to a special trial judge. The trial lasted almost five weeks, producing a transcript exceeding 5400 pages and thousands of exhibits with hundreds of thousands of pages. The briefs reached nearly 4700 pages.

The special trial judge eventually submitted a report on the consolidated cases to the chief judge as required by former Tax Court Rule 183(b). The chief judge assigned the cases, under the same rule, to a regular judge, who issued a decision on behalf of the court. The decision stated: “The Court agrees with and adopts the opinion of the Special Trial Judge, which is set forth below.” The decision substantially upheld the IRS’s determinations.

The taxpayers came to believe that the document entitled the “Opinion of the Special Trial Judge” was not, in fact, that judge’s work but that the original special trial judge’s report had been substantially modified by the regular judge or by a process of consultation between the special trial judge and the regular judge. The taxpayers filed motions with the Tax Court seeking access to the original

235. *Id.* at 44.
236. *Id.* at 67.
237. If a marathon case involving multiple fairly high-profile taxpayers, large deficiencies, and fraud penalties can so be described. The principal taxpayers were Burton Kanter, a prominent tax attorney, and Claude Ballard and Robert Lisle, both vice presidents of Prudential Life Insurance Company.
239. The Tax Court’s nineteen regular judges are appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. I.R.C. § 7443. The chief judge of the Tax Court appoints special trial judges and may designate cases assigned to them. *Id.* § 7443A.
240. *Ballard*, 321 F.3d at 1038.
report or, at least, permission to place that report under seal in the record on appeal. The Tax Court denied the motions.

The taxpayers appealed to the circuit courts within whose jurisdictions they resided. All three appellate courts accepted the IRS’s argument that the appearance of the special trial judge’s signature on the Tax Court’s decision meant that the decision was the special trial judge’s report, and so rejected the taxpayers’ objection to the absence from the record of the original report.

On the merits, the Seventh Circuit (over a dissent) and the Eleventh Circuit largely affirmed. The Fifth Circuit largely upheld the asserted deficiencies but reversed as to the fraud penalty.

The Fifth Circuit taxpayer did not seek Supreme Court review. The Court granted certiorari as to the Seventh and Eleventh Circuit cases. The Court reversed as to the exclusion of the original report from the record. Justice Ginsburg wrote for the majority. Justice Kennedy, joined by Justice Scalia, concurred. Chief Justice Rehnquist, joined by Justice Thomas, dissented.

The majority held that the Tax Court had failed to follow its own rule. That rule, the Court held, contemplated an initial report by the special trial judge, the fact-finding of which the assigned regular judge owed deference. Over time, however, the Tax Court’s practice under the rule had morphed into the regular judge treating “the special trial judge’s report essentially as an in-house draft to be worked over collaboratively by the regular judge and the special trial judge.”

Resolving the case on this ground, the majority found it unnecessary to address the taxpayers’ arguments that the Due Process Clause and the applicable appellate review statute compelled inclusion of the original report in the record on appeal. The majority’s choice of rationale may have reflected Justice Ginsburg’s well-known

---

243. Estate of Lisle v. Commissioner, 341 F.3d 364, 384 (5th Cir. 2003); Estate of Kanter v. Commissioner, 337 F.3d 833, 840-41 (7th Cir. 2003); Ballard, 321 F.3d at 1042.
245. Id. at 44.
246. Id. at 65.
247. Id. at 68.
248. Id. at 54.
249. Id. at 57.
250. U.S. CONST. amend. V.
preference to resolve cases on the narrowest available ground, or it may have seemed the best way of letting the Tax Court down easily.\textsuperscript{252}

Despite the majority’s stated rationale, other commentators\textsuperscript{253} and I see \textit{Ballard} as driven by the desire to provide fairness in judicial remedies, rather than by a technical construction of the language and history of a rule. Three facts point in this direction. First, it is striking that the Court granted certiorari in this case in the first place. There was no circuit conflict; the Fifth, Seventh, and Eleventh Circuits were in agreement as to the procedural issue. “It is likely that the Supreme Court granted certiorari out of a concern that the lack of transparency denied meaningful appellate review.”\textsuperscript{254}

Second, the majority picked its rationale in disregard of its accustomed practice. The rule construction argument was not made in the taxpayers’ circuit court briefs, in their certiorari petitions, or in their questions presented. The Court typically does not consider such arguments.\textsuperscript{255} Something was going on beneath the surface.

Third, although seemingly an exercise in rule construction, the majority opinion is peppered with words and phrases like “transparent,”\textsuperscript{256} “undisclosed,”\textsuperscript{257} “impedes fully informed appellate review,”\textsuperscript{258} and “concealment.”\textsuperscript{259} Here the subtext is more revealing than the text.

The Court remanded the cases, unfortunately without clear instructions.\textsuperscript{260} The course on remand was not smooth. The three in-
volved circuit courts remanded the cases to the Tax Court with instructions to review the matter in accordance with the Supreme Court’s opinion and to give due regard to the determinations in the special trial judge’s original report. The Tax Court rendered a decision which adhered in significant part to its prior view, that is, that the taxpayers were liable for large deficiencies and for fraud penalties.

Again, the taxpayers appealed. The circuit courts were not pleased with the Tax Court’s work. Each concluded that the Tax Court again failed to give due deference to the special trial judge’s determinations. They again remanded, this time with instructions that the Tax Court adopt as its decision the special trial judge’s original decision holding for the taxpayers.

12. Administrative Law in Tax

Authority in tax is a three-legged stool, consisting of statutes, case law, and administrative guidance. The last leg includes Treasury regulations, which have force-of-law status if they reasonably implement the statute, and a variety of lesser guidance documents, which typically are not binding but may have persuasive influence.

Given the importance of administrative guidance, administrative law would seem to be important in tax. It is, but the tax community has recognized this only slowly and grudgingly. For most of our tax history, courts reviewing challenges to tax regulations or practices steered clear of general administrative law, developing instead a tax-specific jurisprudence emphasizing reasonableness in general and a number of hallmarks of reliability in particular.

261. Estate of Lisle v. Commissioner, 431 F.3d 439 (5th Cir. 2005); Ballard v. Commissioner, 429 F.3d 1026 (11th Cir. 2005); Estate of Kanter v. Commissioner, 406 F.3d 933 (7th Cir. 2005).
263. Kanter v. Commissioner, 590 F.3d 410, 414 (7th Cir. 2009); Estate of Lisle v. Commissioner, 541 F.3d 595, 597 (5th Cir. 2008); Ballard v. Commissioner, 522 F.3d 1229, 1255 (11th Cir. 2008).
265. For description of many types of such documents, see RICHARDSON, BORISON & JOHNSON, supra note 9, at 17-25.
To regularize administrative practice among the numerous federal agencies, Congress enacted the Administrative Procedure Act ("APA") in 1946. Treasury and the IRS are "agencies" as defined by the APA and so are subject to its requirements. Nonetheless, for decades, both the APA and general principles of administrative law appeared only rarely in tax decisions.

The frequency of appearance of administrative law doctrines in tax has increased markedly in the last fifteen years, in part because of the RRA. Some of the areas at issue involved rights created or expanded by the RRA, such as the CDP rules and spousal relief. The greatest recent prominence of administrative law in tax, however, has been in two areas: the procedural validity of Treasury regulations and deference doctrine. Both are discussed below.

For generations, tax regulations promulgated by the Treasury have been attacked by taxpayers discomfited by them. The standard attacks have been substantive in nature: that the regulation in question was inconsistent with the text, structure, or purpose of the relevant statute or with important extrinsic norms.

In recent years, however, taxpayers have added procedural arrows to their quivers. The use of these weapons is still in relative infancy. Here are examples of that use. First, subject to certain exceptions, the APA prescribes that in order for it to promulgate binding rules, an agency must first publish notice of its proposed rulemaking and give interested persons opportunity to submit comments. Treasury,

\[\text{References}\]

3, 9-11 (1956).


271. One area in which the analogy to general administrative law was made involved whether the IRS has a judicially enforceable duty to treat similarly situated taxpayers similarly. See Steve R. Johnson, An IRS Duty of Consistency: The Failure of Common Law Making and a Proposed Legislative Solution, 77 TENN. L. REV. 563 (2010) (reviewing the cases and commentary); Lawrence Zelenak, Should Courts Require the Internal Revenue Service to be Consistent?, 38 TAX L. REV. 411 (1985).


273. See, e.g., Wilson v. Commissioner, 99 T.C.M. (CCH) 1552 (2010), aff'd, 705 F.3d 980 (9th Cir. 2013).


276. 5 U.S.C. § 553(c), (d) (2012).
however, may not always honor these requirements in promulgating tax regulations.\textsuperscript{277} This argument has been presented in a number of recent high-profile tax cases\textsuperscript{278}

Second, under the APA, courts are empowered to strike down agency action that is “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.”\textsuperscript{279} Under current doctrine, an agency’s rule can be arbitrary for a number of reasons, including that the agency relied on factors Congress did not want it to consider, the agency failed to take some important factor into account, or the agency gave an unjustifiable or implausible explanation for its action.\textsuperscript{280}

Among these, the “inadequate explanation” strand has received considerable attention recently. Cases\textsuperscript{281} and commentary\textsuperscript{282} are applying this strand to tax regulations with increasing frequency.

Third, in general, “retroactive [tax] regulations are prohibited, except under limited circumstances.”\textsuperscript{283} The meaning of retroactivity and the permitted exceptions to the prohibition of it potentially are at issue in a number of tax controversies. Retroactivity questions were raised, but avoided by the Supreme Court, in the recent \textit{Home Concrete} decision.\textsuperscript{284} Inevitably, retroactivity issues will have to be squarely addressed in future tax cases.

Deference doctrine entails the extent to which courts, as they interpret statutes, must or should accede to the views of the statutes’ meanings espoused by the agencies charged with implementing the statutes. Defference issues go back generations, but their promi-
nence has grown exponentially since the Supreme Court’s 1984 *Chevron* decision.285

The extent to which *Chevron* or other doctrines of deference should operate in tax was controversial for decades, but now is moving towards greater clarity. In its 2011 *Mayo* decision, the Supreme Court held that, in general, *Chevron* provides the applicable standard when a tax regulation is challenged on substantive grounds, regardless of whether the regulation was promulgated under the general authority of I.R.C. § 7805(a) or specific authority set out in more particular sections of the Code.286 Numerous details remain to be filled in as to both regulations and sub-regulation tax guidance documents, but *Mayo* sets the general frame for future discussions.287

Thus, the profile of administrative law in tax has been raised dramatically and, I believe, irreversibly. What values does this trend further? The APA was a balance of “green light” and “red light” features. In some respects, the goal was to facilitate agency actions while, in other respects, the idea was to prevent agencies from trampling on citizens’ rights.288

More specifically, the APA’s notice-and-comment rules are designed to improve the accuracy with which regulations implement congressional intent, to minimize unnecessary regulatory burdens, to provide interested parties meaningful participation in the rule-making process, and to raise citizen confidence in government.289 Deference doctrine is designed to improve accuracy through bringing to bear agency expertise while preserving the role of the courts to keep agencies within their legitimate domains.290 The increased prominence of administrative law in tax honors these objectives.291


290. See *Chevron*, 467 U.S. at 864-65.

C. Criteria

What do we learn from the above key events? Important affairs over time rarely reveal the hand of only a single cause or influence. So it is here. Multiple purposes are evident in the legislative, regulatory, and judicial developments shaping tax procedure.

The history shows four sets of values at work: (1) providing remedies for taxpayers and third parties that are both meaningful and perceived to be fair; (2) protecting revenue collection from unreasonable interference; (3) achieving decisional accuracy; and (4) promoting process efficiency, reducing costs and delays.

Professor, later Judge, Sneed developed a number of criteria driving federal income tax policy generally. As is the approach in this Article, Sneed developed his topoi from distillation of our national experience rather than from his own values preferences. In his view, “the legislative, administrative, and judicial history of the federal income tax, as well as the pertinent literature, reveals the existence of seven pervasive purposes which have shaped its rates and structure.”

Sneed identified these seven purposes thusly:

(1) to supply adequate revenue, (2) to achieve a practical and workable income tax system, (3) to impose equal taxes upon those who enjoy equal incomes, (4) to assist in achieving economic stability, (5) to reduce economic inequality, (6) to avoid impairment of the operation of the market-oriented economy and (7) to accomplish a high degree of harmony between the income tax and the sought-for political order.

Of these, the first, second, and seventh purposes bear with particular force on federal tax procedure.

Taken as a whole, the value most strongly evident in the key events is providing remedies: mechanisms by which taxpayers and affected third parties may challenge IRS liability determinations and collection actions, mechanisms that are both efficacious and perceived to be fair. Henceforth, this Article will sometimes describe this as the Primary Value. The remaining desiderata will sometimes be called Second-Order Values.

The Primary Value, then, will be the first criterion against which to measure the desirability of current features of the federal tax litigation system and of proposed changes to it. But, in practical affairs, single values rarely are absolute. At some point, the accumulation

---

293. Id. (emphasis in original).
of powerful contrary consequences can overwhelm even highly cherished values.\textsuperscript{294}

Thus, there are two circumstances in which our evaluation of features and proposed changes will turn on Second-Order Values. First, there are some situations in which the Primary Value is not reasonably at stake. Second-Order Values will be decisive when the adequacy of remedies would not be either meaningfully advanced or meaningfully threatened by the current feature or the proposed change. Furthermore, there may be instances in which a trickle of remedies is outweighed by a torrent of revenue protection, decisional accuracy, or efficiency. In cases of stark disproportion, large Second-Order effects should be permitted to defeat small Primary effects.

The following parts of this Article will apply the above criteria in several areas. Left to my own devices, I would weigh the criteria somewhat differently. Specifically, process efficiency shines brighter in my own constellation of values\textsuperscript{295}. For example, I am more inclined than Congress has been to say that taxpayers must live with the consequences of their choices, even if the consequences include losing opportunities to litigate\textsuperscript{296}. Efficiency also often has a preferred place for me relative to decisional accuracy. I share Justice Brandeis’ conviction that often it is more important that a question of “law be settled than that it be settled right.”\textsuperscript{297} In addition, Congress has shown the ready ability to reverse tax decisions—both of the Supreme Court\textsuperscript{298} and lower

\textsuperscript{294}. For example, the Roman declaration “fiat justicia ruat coelem” (let justice be done even if the sky falls) is stirring but not a practical reality. No matter how much we aspire to do justice, every legal system makes decisions that subordinate the pursuit of justice to other values in some circumstances.

\textsuperscript{295}. For example, I was among the few defenders of the Tax Court’s practice that the Supreme Court invalidated in \textit{Ballard v. Commissioner}, 544 U.S. 40 (2005), discussed in Part II.B.11 supra. See Steve R. Johnson, \textit{Further Thoughts on Kanter and Ballard}, 105 TAX NOTES 1235 (2004) (arguing that protection of the Tax Court’s decisional process was more important than doubtful gains to fairness or decisional accuracy).

\textsuperscript{296}. For example, as discussed in Part II.B supra, in responding to the IRS’s plea for procedural help in auditing tax shelter partnerships, Congress in 1982 created entity-level audit \textit{combined with} partner participation. As argued below, this hybridization has been the cause of great complication and confusion. To me, it would have been reasonable to dispense with partner participation, on the ground that the partners’ choice to conduct business in entity form should remit them to only entity-level procedures.

\textsuperscript{297}. \textit{Burnet v. Coronado Oil & Gas Co.}, 285 U.S. 393, 406 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting). Brandeis seemingly was paraphrasing—but with some difference in emphasis—Justice Swayne’s observation generations earlier in \textit{Gilman v. Philadelphia}, 70 U.S. (3 Wall.) 713, 724 (1865) (“It is almost as important that the law should be settled . . . as that it should be settled correctly.”). I am indebted to my colleague Adam Hirsch for bringing \textit{Gilman} to my attention.

\textsuperscript{298}. See, e.g., \textit{Gitlitz v. Commissioner}, 531 U.S. 206 (2001), \textit{superseded by statute}, I.R.C. § 108(d)(7)(A). This Article has identified several Supreme Court decisions later overturned by Congress. See United States v. Brockamp, 519 U.S. 347 (1997) (\textit{see supra} notes 210-17 and accompanying text); \textit{Cary v. Curtis}, 44 U.S. (3 How.) 236 (1845) (\textit{see su-
courts—\textsuperscript{299}—with which it disagrees. Courts should, of course, strive assiduously to reach results that correctly apply the provisions of the Code, but the possibility of legislative correction buffers the consequences in those instances in which such efforts come up short. Thus, my own criteria would accord efficiency concerns higher priority.

I acknowledge the possibility that my personal values preferences may compromise the dispassion I hope to apply in reading the historical record. This is an ever present peril.\textsuperscript{300} Some scholars suggest that facts about the past are without meaning until they are woven into a story by the historian. Thus, in choosing which facts to emphasize and how to interpret them, the historian will often make choices based upon factors extrinsic to pure research. Although history is continuously refined through testing hypotheses against the facts, the story it tells will be decisively influenced by the "meta-theories," the overarching views of the world, held by the historian.\textsuperscript{301}

However, the exercise in this Article is to apply faithfully to procedural choices the values that emerge from the system as it has developed, not the system as I might wish it had developed.\textsuperscript{302}

III. REFORMS AS TO AVAILABLE COURTS

Based on the criteria developed in Part II, I advance three suggestions as to the courts that should be available as fora in which to litigate federal tax controversies. First, the Tax Court should be given


\textsuperscript{300} As it is, for example, when judges apply legislative history. “It sometimes seems that citing legislative history is still, as my late colleague Harold Leventhal once observed, akin to ‘looking over a crowd and picking out your friends.’” Patricia M. Wald, \textit{Some Observations on the Use of Legislative History in the 1981 Supreme Court Term}, 68 IOWA L. REV. 195, 214 (1983).


\textsuperscript{302} Fitzgerald described Omar Khayyam as “preferring rather to soothe the Soul . . . into Acquiescence with Things as he saw them, than to perplex it with vain disquietude after what they might be.” \textit{OMAR KHAYYÁM, THE RUBÁIYÁT OF OMAR KHAYYÁM} 18 (Edward Fitzgerald trans., Three Sirens Press 1st ed. n.d.) (emphasis in original). That was an inaccurate description of the great Tent Maker. It is a fair description of the approach of this Article.
quasi-plenary, but nonexclusive, civil tax jurisdiction. Second, calls to create a national court of tax appeals should continue to be rejected. Third, the Court of Federal Claims should be divested of jurisdiction to hear tax cases. These suggestions are developed below.

A. Tax Court Jurisdiction

The jurisdiction of the ancestors of the Tax Court initially was limited to deficiency actions, but the Tax Court’s jurisdiction has expanded—piecemeal, but substantially—in ensuing decades. Nonetheless, holes remain in this patchwork quilt.

Almost all these holes should be filled. I propose that Congress grant the Tax Court nearly plenary jurisdiction over civil tax controversies. Discussed below are: (1) expansions of the Tax Court’s jurisdiction beyond deficiency actions; (2) areas that remain outside the Tax Court’s jurisdiction; (3) areas to which that jurisdiction should be expanded; and (4) limits on such expansion.

1. Historical Growth of Tax Court Jurisdiction

As discussed in Part II.B.3, what is now the United States Tax Court had its roots as an administrative agency, then morphed into an Article I court. As an Article I court, it is fundamental that “[t]he Tax Court is a court of limited jurisdiction and may exercise its jurisdiction only to the extent authorized by Congress.” The Tax Court does not have authority to enlarge upon its statutory grants of jurisdiction.

Starting from its original deficiency jurisdiction, the Tax Court’s jurisdiction has grown over the generations. In some instances, the Tax Court’s new jurisdiction over particular types of actions is exclusive. In other instances, such jurisdiction is concurrent with that of the district courts or the Court of Federal Claims.

The Tax Court’s expanded jurisdiction includes TEFRA actions, Collection Due Process actions, and jeopardy assessment review.


304. See, e.g., Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Commissioner, 92 T.C. 885, 888 (1989). This principle has had play in many areas, including whether the Tax Court has authority to apply equitable doctrines such as equitable recoupment. See, e.g., Leandra Lederman, Equity and the Article I Court: Is the Tax Court’s Exercise of Equitable Powers Constitutional?, 5 FLA. TAX REV. 357 (2001). It has since been confirmed that the Tax Court has such authority. I.R.C. § 6214(b).

305. I.R.C. §§ 6225(b), 6226(a), 6228(a)(1), 6234(c), 6246(b), 6247(a), 6252(a).

306. Id. § 6330(d); see, e.g., Brian Isaacson & Karen Phu, Jurisdiction in the Tax Court to Hear Section 6330 Challenges: A Need for Clarification, PRAC. TAX LAW., Spring 2008, at 27; Carlton M. Smith, The Tax Court Keeps Growing Its Collection Due Process Powers, 133 TAX NOTES 859 (2011).
all of which are discussed in greater detail elsewhere in this Article. In addition, Congress has granted the Tax Court authority to issue declaratory judgments in a variety of contexts, including declaratory judgments as to qualification of certain retirement plans, valuation of gifts, tax-exempt status of state and local bonds, eligibility for deferred payment of estate tax, and eligibility of organizations for tax-exempt status.

The Tax Court also has received jurisdiction to review a variety of other actions and determinations by the IRS. These include decisions as to interest abatement, redetermination of interest assessed on deficiencies, restraint of premature assessment or collection, review of proposed sales of seized property, determination of employment status of workers, determinations of awards for tax whistleblowers, review of transferee liability, and IRS decisions not to grant equitable spousal relief.

In general, the pace of expansions of the Tax Court’s jurisdiction has accelerated. After slow growth for generations, such expansions have been occurring more often since the 1980s, inspired in part by the Taxpayer Rights movement. The expansions have reflected the desire of Congress to enhance remedies for taxpayers, further judicial economy, and enhance procedural flexibility.

307. I.R.C. § 7429(b)(2); see Tax Ct. R. 56.
308. I.R.C. § 7476(a).
309. Id. § 7477(a).
310. Id. § 7478(a).
311. Id. § 7479(a).
312. Id. § 7428(a).
313. Id. § 6404(h)(1).
314. Id. § 7481(c); see Tax Ct. R. 261.
315. I.R.C. § 6213(a); see Tax Ct. R. 55.
316. I.R.C. § 6863(b); see Tax Ct. R. 57.
318. Id. § 7623(b)(4); see, e.g., Cohen v. Commissioner, 139 T.C. 299, 304 (2012); Kasper v. Commissioner, 137 T.C. 37, 41 (2011).
319. I.R.C. § 6901(a).
320. Id. § 6015(e)(1)(A).
322. See, e.g., F. Brook Voght, Amended Tax Court Rules Reflect New Jurisdiction and Goal of Increased Efficiency, 73 J. Tax’n 404, 404 (1990).
2. Areas Where the Tax Court Lacks Jurisdiction

In the pre-assessment context, perhaps the most significant subject over which the Tax Court lacks jurisdiction is refund suits. When the Tax Court has acquired jurisdiction in a deficiency action, it might conclude that, not only is there no deficiency for the tax year(s) at issue, but also that there had been an overpayment for the year(s). The Tax Court has jurisdiction to determine such overpayment and to command that it be refunded. The Tax Court does not, however, have jurisdiction to hear free-standing refund actions.

In the post-assessment context, the Tax Court's jurisdiction over collection matters is limited. In the main, it can hear some collection matters but only if a Collection Due Process case is properly before it.

In addition, there are several categories of actions that Congress has authorized to be brought in district court but not in Tax Court. These include a wide variety of suits by the government in aid of enforcement, taxpayer suits to contest assessable penalties, suits by taxpayers and others to quash IRS summons or other information gathering, and miscellaneous other taxpayer actions.

3. Where to Expand Tax Court Jurisdiction and Where Not to Expand

The current jurisdiction of the Tax Court resembles a cloak with many holes of varying sizes. As seen above, the pattern is the product of history, not rationality. This hit-and-miss arrangement guarantees the existence of traps for the unwary. Taxpayers regularly discover

---

323. I.R.C. §§ 6214(a), 6512(b); see Tax Ct. R. 260.
324. I.R.C. § 6330.
325. E.g., I.R.C. §§ 7323(a) (action to enforce forfeiture), 7402(a) (miscellaneous actions), 7403(a) (lien enforcement action), 7404 (estate tax enforcement action), 7405(a) (erroneous refund recovery action), 7407(a) (return preparer enforcement action), 7409(a)(1) (action to enjoin political expenditures), 7611(c)(2)(A)(ii) (government action as to church tax investigation).
326. E.g., id. §§ 6679(b) (penalty for failure to file foreign returns), 6693(d) (penalty as to retirement accounts), 6694(c)(2) (preparer penalty), 6696(b) (review of penalties under §§ 6694, 6695, 6695A), 6698 (penalty for failure to file partnership return), 6699(d) (penalty for failure to file S corporation return), 6703(b), (c)(2) (penalties under §§ 6700, 6701, 6702), 6706(c) (original-issue-discount information penalty), 6707A(d)(2) (failure to rescind § 6707A penalty), 6713(c) (penalty as to disclosure by return preparer).
328. E.g., id. §§ 6402(g) (review of § 6402 reduction), 7426(a) (taxpayer and third party actions as to collection).
that they have no Tax Court remedy, despite the fact that the cause is a core tax matter and is well within the competence of the court.\textsuperscript{329}

The logic behind creation of the Tax Court supports extending the court’s jurisdiction. As seen in Part II.B.3 above, the Tax Court was created to bring special expertise to bear and to develop a nationally uniform body of tax law. Tax Court judges—by virtue of their pre-appointment backgrounds and their tax-only dockets—are more technically expert in tax than are the generalist judges of the district courts, the bankruptcy courts, and the partly-tax/partly-nontax Court of Federal Claims.

This expertise differential is not confined to deficiency cases. It extends, in varying degrees, to all tax matters. For example, there is no reason why the Tax Court should not be able to hear refund suits. The same substantive issues arise in both deficiency and refund suits. Some procedural issues are unique to refund cases.\textsuperscript{330} However, many Tax Court judges are likely to have handled refund cases before their elevation to the bench, and most district court judges decide tax refund procedural issues quite rarely. The Tax Court already has refund jurisdiction incident to its deficiency jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{331} It should have independent refund jurisdiction as well.

In addition, the Tax Court should have widespread jurisdiction as to tax collection controversies. Such controversies often do entail application of state property and other laws, for example, in the determination of the property interests possessed by the tax delinquent\textsuperscript{332} and in assessing the validity and priority of competing claims of third parties.\textsuperscript{333}

It is sometimes thought that district courts, which deal with state law more regularly, have an advantage over the Tax Court in this regard. However, practicing tax lawyers—which are what most Tax Court judges once were—are often required to work with state property laws.\textsuperscript{334} Moreover, Tax Court judges routinely work with state

\textsuperscript{329.} See, e.g., Roberts v. Commissioner, 103 T.C.M. (CCH) 1787 (2012) (holding that the Tax Court lacks jurisdiction to review applications of overpayments made pursuant to § 6402); Adrianne Hodgkins, Getting a Second Chance: The Need for Tax Court Jurisdiction Over IRS Denials of Relief Under Section 66, 65 LA. L. REV. 1167, 1167 (2005) (“If the taxpayer filed a separate return while living in a community property state, the Tax Court will not review of denial [sic] [joint-and-several] relief under section 66 of the Code because Congress failed to give the Tax Court jurisdiction over such denials.”).

\textsuperscript{330.} See RICHARDSON, BORISON & JOHNSON, supra note 9, ch. 9.

\textsuperscript{331.} I.R.C. § 6214.


\textsuperscript{333.} See supra Part II.B.6.

\textsuperscript{334.} See, e.g., Erwin N. Griswold, The Need for a Court of Tax Appeals, 57 HARV. L. REV. 1153, 1183-84 (1944).
property law in estate and gift tax cases, and often in income tax cases as well. Moreover, as noted in the preceding subpart, the expansion of the Tax Court’s jurisdiction over the decades has given it experience with collection issues in many contexts. In particular, the thousands of Collection Due Process cases that the Tax Court has heard in the last fifteen years has exposed the court to numerous collection controversies.

Also, Part V.B below notes the phenomenon of “pure” APA tax suits. The Tax Court’s expanded jurisdiction should include them. There would be relatively few such suits, and the Tax Court is being forced to learn and grapple with administrative law principles even in cases already within its jurisdiction.335

The expanded Tax Court jurisdiction should be concurrent, not exclusive. Such other courts as Congress has already designated, or may in the future designate, able to hear the various categories of cases should still be able to hear them. This proposal is not a stealth initiative; a stalking horse for eventually exclusive Tax Court jurisdiction.

I propose that the Tax Court have nearly plenary, not plenary, tax jurisdiction. I would reserve three areas. First, criminal tax cases should remain the exclusive province of the district courts, just as all criminal cases are. The Tax Court is and should remain a civil tribunal.

Second, I would keep Tax Court cases as taxpayer, not IRS, initiated events. As seen in Part III.A above, there is concern in some quarters that the Tax Court has a pro-IRS bias. That concern is misplaced, but it does exist. If the IRS were able to go into Tax Court to secure compulsive orders,336 the concern would rise. The Primary Value of providing taxpayer remedies that are both fair and perceived to be fair could be compromised. To prevent this, the reform would give the Tax Court jurisdiction over taxpayer-initiated actions only.

Third, judicial review of jeopardy and termination assessments under § 7429337 should continue to take place only in the district courts, not the Tax Court (except to the limited degree currently permitted).338 A paramount need—a Primary Value need—in such review is expedition.339 The district courts sit in ninety-five districts with divisions in multiple cities within the districts. The Tax Court sits only in Washington, D.C., except when it periodically sends out

---

335. See supra Part II.B.12.
336. Such as summons enforcement orders, writs of entry, search warrants, promoter and preparer injunctions, and other types of writs and orders.
337. See supra Part II.B.7.
339. Hence the short time frames for requesting review and for decision by the reviewing court. See id. § 7429(a)(1)(B), (b)(3).
judges to “ride circuit.” District court can best provide the speedy resolution required by § 7429 at reasonable cost and convenience to taxpayers.

B. National Court of Tax Appeals

Discussion of the jurisdiction of the Tax Court—a tax specialist trial court—inves inquiry as to appellate level tax specialization. This involves a long-playing controversy.

Proposals often have been made to create a national court of tax appeals. Not surprisingly, the details of the proposals vary. At the core, however, the idea is to centralize federal tax appeals—now heard by thirteen circuit courts—in a single, new tax appellate court. The decisions of the new court would be final absent Supreme Court certiorari review, legislative reversal, or regulatory reversal as sanctioned by the \textit{Brand X} decision.

This idea is most frequently associated with Dean Griswold, but many others, including an impressive array of luminaries, have associated themselves with the proposal. The eminence of the proponents, however, did not stifle opposition. The proposal has been decried with at least as much vigor as it has been urged. The debate comes in and goes out like the tide but never is silent for too long.


345. For a recent call for creation of the court, see Jasper L. Cummings, Jr., \textit{Creation of National Appellate Tax Court Will Improve Tax Law}, in \textit{Toward Tax Reform: Recommendations for President Obama’s Task Force} 30, 30-32 (Tax Analysts ed., 2009).
It is sometimes hoped that a tax-specialized appellate court would make decisions of higher quality.\textsuperscript{346} However, decisional harmony and doctrinal clarity—there would be fewer inconsistent tax precedents—always has been the more heavily emphasized justification.\textsuperscript{347}

Opponents of the idea discount the extent to which the tax law will be made more predictable.\textsuperscript{348} They also assert that tax specialization would create its own problems, such as that the court would forfeit a valuable perspective by losing contact with the general law and would tilt in favor of the IRS.\textsuperscript{349} The last of these objections—pro-IRS orientation—is a species of the well-known administrative law theory of “agency capture,” the idea that when an agency (in this case the court) deals repeatedly with a party (usually the regulated industry; here the IRS), it comes to sympathize and identify with that party’s needs and concerns.\textsuperscript{350} These objections have thus far made the proposal politically nonviable.\textsuperscript{351}

If a tax appellate court could be “captured” by the IRS, one would expect that the Tax Court already has been so captured. There is long-running disagreement about whether this has occurred. Some practitioners and commentators believe that the Tax Court favors the IRS,\textsuperscript{352} and they point to studies suggesting that the IRS wins more often in Tax Court than in district court.\textsuperscript{353}

I am convinced that this view is incorrect. The studies that may seem to hint at bias typically do not adequately control for differences between the types of cases and the types of taxpayers appearing in

\textsuperscript{346} It is not obvious that a far higher caliber of decisions would ensue. “Tax law is undeniably complex, but [several justices without much pre-judicial tax experience] have demonstrated that it is not beyond the capacity of generalist judges and Justices to write thoughtful and sophisticated opinions in tax cases.” Lawrence Zelenak, \textit{The Court and the Code: A Response to The Warp and Woof of Statutory Interpretation}, 58 DUKE L.J. 1783, 1787 (2009).

\textsuperscript{347} See, e.g., ROSWELL MAGILL, THE IMPACT OF FEDERAL TAXES 209 (1943).

\textsuperscript{348} Madaline Kinter Remmlein, \textit{Tax Controversies—Where Goes the Time?}, 13 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 416 (1945).

\textsuperscript{349} See Robert N. Miller, \textit{Can Tax Appeals Be Centralized?}, 23 TAXES 303 (1945).


\textsuperscript{351} See, e.g., Cummings, supra note 345.


Tax Court versus district court.354 The better studies refute rather than confirm the Tax Court’s alleged pro-IRS bias.355

Nonetheless, perceptions sometimes matter as much as (or even more than) reality. “Legislation concerning judicial organization throughout our history has been a very empiric response to very definite needs.”356 Those needs include widespread and stubborn misconceptions as well as accurate perceptions.

By the criteria adduced in this Article, we should continue to reject a national court of tax appeals. Such a court might contribute to efficiency and uniformity, although the extent of such contribution is difficult to estimate. But those are Second-Order Values, which yield to the Primary Value in most cases. The Primary Value includes remedies that are perceived to be fair, not just are in fact fair. Suspicion of the fairness of specialized tax tribunals is too widespread to be ignored. Confidence in the system is too important to risk.357

C. Court of Federal Claims Jurisdiction

As maintained above, the civil tax jurisdiction of the Tax Court should be expanded substantially. The tax jurisdiction of the Court of Federal Claims and the Federal Circuit should be abolished, however. Below, I first sketch the relevant history of these courts and then explain why abolition of their tax jurisdiction would promote the values identified in Part II.C above.

1. History

As noted in Part II.B.1, the United States Court of Claims—the original ancestor of the current Court of Federal Claims and the Federal Circuit—was created in 1855. Its jurisdiction was significantly expanded by the Tucker Act in 1887, granting the court nationwide

354. See, e.g., Robert M. Howard, Comparing the Decision Making of Specialized Courts and General Courts: An Exploration of Tax Decisions, 26 JUS. SYS. J. 135, 138 n.1 (2005). For example, there are more pro se taxpayers in Tax Court and more wealthy taxpayers in district court.


357. Tax-specialized courts—whether trial or appellate—are parts of a larger topic. There is a substantial and growing literature on specialized courts. See, e.g., Lawrence Baum, Probing the Effects of Judicial Specialization, 58 DUKE L.J. 1667 (2009); Steve R. Johnson, The Phoenix and the Perils of the Second Best: Why Heightened Appellate Deference to Tax Court Decisions Is Undesirable, 77 OR. L. REV. 235, 235 & n.1, 236 & n.2 (1998) (citing sources). Thorough evaluation of proposals to create a national court of tax appeals should address this literature.
jurisdiction over most suits for monetary claims against the government, including claims for overpaid taxes.358

The jurisdiction of the Court of Claims and its successors was further expanded by subsequent enactments, so that the Court of Federal Claims now hears a wide array of matters, including claims for just compensation when the federal government takes private property, military and civilian compensation controversies, contract disputes, claims against the government for patent and copyright infringement, suits by Indian tribes, compensation claims for injuries attributed to specified vaccines, suits by disappointed bidders in federal procurements, and congressional references of legislative proposals for compensation of individual claims.359

Beginning in 1925, the Court of Claims’ trial jurisdiction was vested in a separate trial function consisting of commissioners, review of which was available from the court’s appellate judges (with the later possibility of certiorari review by the Supreme Court). In 1973, the commissioners were renamed the trial judges.360

The courts took their modern form in 1982 when the Court of Claims was split. The old court’s trial jurisdiction was vested in a new Article I court: the United States Claims Court (later renamed the Court of Federal Claims). The old court’s appellate jurisdiction was combined with that of the United States Court of Customs and Patent Appeals to comprise an Article III court: the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.361

During 2006, the Court of Federal Claims had about 8700 cases on its docket, of which about 3100 involved the court’s general jurisdiction and 5600 were vaccine cases.362 The court had 302 tax cases pending as of October 2010 and 263 as of October 2011.363 Sixty-one new tax cases were commenced in the court in 2010 and fifty-four in 2011.364

359. United States Court of Federal Claims: The People’s Court, U.S. CT. FED. CLAIMS, http://www.uscfc.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/court_info/Court_History_Brochure.pdf (last visited Feb. 2, 2014), “In recent years, the Court’s docket has been increasingly characterized by complex, high-dollar demand, and high profile cases in areas such as... the savings and loan crisis of the 1980s, the World War II internment of Japanese-Americans, and the federal repository of civilian spent nuclear fuel.” Id. at 9-10.
360. Id. at 8.
364. See id. at 35.
In contrast, the number of tax cases commenced in district court in 2011 was 1194, in 711 of which the government was the plaintiff and in 481 of which the government was the defendant. Both the Court of Federal Claims and district court totals are dwarfed by Tax Court cases: 29,720 Tax Court cases were started in 2011.

2. **Reasons for Change**

The original acquisition of tax jurisdiction by the Court of Claims was a felicitous development. As shown in Parts II.B.1 and II.B.3 above, prepayment remedies did not yet exist and other refund remedies were underdeveloped. The subsequent development of Tax Court and district court channels of redress, however, has rendered superfluous the Court of Federal Claims tax jurisdiction. It should be abolished.

Some taxpayers and their representatives would oppose this reform. First, it is human nature—and especially lawyers’ nature—to want as many options as possible. When the Tax Court and the relevant district court have rejected a particular argument, those who wish to press that argument take comfort in having a third available forum.

Second, the Court of Federal Claims possesses, or is believed to possess, certain useful characteristics. It has gained a reputation in some quarters as being a taxpayer-friendly tribunal. Some consider it the forum of choice when the taxpayer has a weak case on the law—one likely to be rejected by the Tax Court. And the court styles itself as the “keeper of the nation’s conscience” and “the People’s Court,” so taxpayers with good litigating equities may view the court as an attractive forum.

Nonetheless, the Primary Value does not counsel in favor of retaining the tax jurisdiction of the Court of Federal Claims. That value means that taxpayers should have remedies that both are fair and effective and are perceived to be fair and effective. That requirement

365. Id. at 127. New district court tax cases were 1522 in 2007, 1451 in 2008, 1306 in 2009, and 1190 in 2010. Id. at 130.


368. For example, before being reversed, the Court of Federal Claims was the only court to have held that the judicially crafted economic substance doctrine—the IRS’s principal weapon against recent tax shelters—is illegitimate as a violation of the separation of powers doctrine. Coltec Indus., Inc. v. United States, 62 Fed. Cl. 716, 755-56 (2004), vacated & remanded, 454 F.3d 1340 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

369. United States Court of Federal Claims: The People’s Court, supra note 359, at 1.

is not synonymous, however, with affording taxpayers redundant options simply to multiply their convenience and advantages.

Under the federal tax litigation structure proposed by this Article, taxpayers would have prepayment opportunities in the Tax Court and, when bankruptcy jurisdiction exists, in the bankruptcy court. Taxpayers would have refund opportunities in the Tax Court, district court, and, when bankruptcy jurisdiction exists, in the bankruptcy court. The Primary Value does not require that taxpayers have yet another refund opportunity, this time in the Court of Federal Claims.

The Primary Value not being engaged, the matter turns on Second-Order Values. Removing one redundant level of refund litigation will decrease the potential for conflict among the courts, reducing forum shopping and increasing predictability and efficiency.

One of the reasons for creation of the Court of Federal Claims was development of a uniform body of law for cases within its jurisdiction. That rationale works well as to the numerous areas, sketched above, in which the court has exclusive jurisdiction. Because of the multiplicity of alternative tax refund fora, however, the uniformity rationale would be better served in the tax area by abolishing the Court of Federal Claims’ tax jurisdiction.

If one tax forum is to be removed, which should it be? The Tax Court should be retained because of its expertise and its opportunity for prepayment review. The bankruptcy court should be retained because the tax issues of debtors are best handled as part of the total complexion of the debtor’s situation. As between the district court and the Court of Federal Claims, the district court should be retained. Jury trials are possible in district court but not in the Court of Federal Claims.

More importantly, district courts are Article III courts while the Court of Federal Claims is an Article I court. Thus, district court judges have life tenure while Court of Federal Claims judges have renewable fifteen-year terms (like Tax Court judges). Those suspicious that courts may favor the IRS are more likely to see the district court as the more vigilant sentinel.

Accordingly, the Primary Value reinforces the Second-Order Values. We should dispense with the tax jurisdiction of the Court of Fed-

---

373. Jury trials are not the norm in tax cases. But they are fairly common in cases involving the trust fund recovery penalty under § 6672, and they occasionally are used in refund cases involving other issues, e.g., Scriptomatic, Inc. v. United States, 74-1 U.S. Tax Cas. (CCH) ¶ 9246, 33 A.F.T.R.2d (RIA) 827 (E.D. Pa. 1973), aff’d, 555 F.2d 364 (3d Cir. 1977) (§ 385 case).
eral Claims. That court would be left with the heavy workload and the important duties entailed with the other types of cases, described above, that comprise its jurisdiction.

IV. REFORMS AS TO AVAILABLE FORMS OF ACTION

The prior Part advanced proposals as to the courts that should be available to hear federal tax disputes. This Part addresses the forms of actions and the kinds of relief that should be available regardless of the court.

I propose two such changes. First, the TEFRA partnership audit and litigation rules enacted in 1982 have proved to be more harmful than beneficial. In the main, they should be repealed. This would return us to partner-level audit and litigation, with some collateral rules to promote efficiency.

Second, among the major products of the IRS Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998 were the Collection Due Process ("CDP") rules. In the main, these rules have entailed great expenditure of effort and resources by taxpayers, the IRS, and the courts without producing commensurate genuine and lasting benefits for taxpayers. Some commentators have urged abolition of the CDP regime. This Article does not go that far. It proposes reducing the scope of, but not eliminating, judicial review of CDP decisions by the IRS Appeals Office.

A. TEFRA Rules

When originally enacted, the rules governing taxation of partnerships and their partners were intended to be, and largely were, simple, in order to facilitate the flexibility partnerships offer for non-tax purposes. These rules are, in the main, embodied in Subchapter K of Chapter 1 of the Code. Over time, Subchapter K has become anything but simple, both because of unresolved tensions in its original design and because—flexibility being the spawning ground of creative tax planning—Congress has superimposed numerous complex étages of anti-abuse on the originally simple edifice. In my view, the game is no longer worth the candle. Some others and I have advocated the

375. "A partnership is a magic circle. Anything that is dropped into it becomes exempt from taxation. Forever. . . . Adherents to this view of subchapter K understand the word 'flexible' to mean that you can do absolutely anything you want without incurring tax." Lee A. Sheppard, Partnerships, Consolidated Returns and Cognitive Dissonance, 63 TAX NOTES 936, 936 (1994).

abolition of Subchapter K, leaving S corporations as the Code’s principal “pass-through” form.377

This radical suggestion is unlikely to be adopted any time soon, however. Thus, we should direct our attention to a lesser reform: the abolition of the bulk of the TEFRA regime. Others378 and I379 have advocated this reform previously, but additional persuasion will be required to forge an effective consensus.

There are two reasons for ending the principal aspects of the TEFRA rules. First, the TEFRA rules are unnecessary. The circumstances causing creation of the regime in 1982 no longer exist. Second, the TEFRA rules have proved to be harmful. From far promoting clarity, consistency, and efficiency in resolving partnership related controversies, the TEFRA rules have undermined these values.

1. Unnecessary

There is some question as to whether the TEFRA rules truly were needed by the time of their enactment in 1982,380 but let us assume they were. That necessity has evaporated as a result of post-1982 developments.

In 1986, Congress enacted § 469, the passive activity loss rules, and strengthened the § 465 at-risk rules. Section 469 especially struck at the core of tax shelter marketing. It prevented taxpayers from using losses from passive activities (tax shelters) to offset their income from other sources.381 It was no longer necessary to examine tax shelters individually and to disallow their alleged benefits on technical or substantive grounds.


380. In the time before Congress acted in 1982, the IRS and the courts developed improved techniques for identifying, processing, and managing tax shelter cases. See Johnson, supra note 377, at 601. Of course, in the decades since 1982, technological capacities have improved greatly, further undermining the bureaucratic necessity of the TEFRA rules. See Prescott, supra note 378, at 562-64.

As a result and in short order, the old tax shelter market collapsed. After some years, shelter promoters found new strategies, and new tax shelter vehicles were marketed in the 1990s and early 2000s. Critically, however, that second wave differed fundamentally from the first wave, in ways that makes the TEFRA rules obsolete. Before 1986, shelters were mass marketed to upper middle class as well as rich taxpayers—thousands of shelters, most of which were sold to scores or hundreds of “investors” each. Now, shelters are rifle shots, not shotgun blasts. There are far fewer of them, and typically each shelter partnership or LLC has only a few “investors,” mainly large corporations or extremely high-wealth individuals, who are likely to be audited in any event. The audit and litigation challenges posed by current shelters are barely a shadow of challenges posed by pre-1986 shelters.

Moreover, investors in current shelters typically can avoid the TEFRA regime if they wish. In general, the regime does not apply to “any partnership having 10 or fewer partners each of whom is an individual . . . , a C corporation, or an estate of a deceased partner.”382 Since very few current tax shelter partnerships have over 10 investors, the TEFRA regime adds little to the IRS’s ability to combat current shelters.

This observation leads to a broader point about the demography of partnerships. At the “small” end of the spectrum, the TEFRA rules have little applicability as a result of the “10 or fewer partners” exception.383 Depending on the year studied, partnerships have on average only five or six partners,384 well within the exception. At the “large” end of the spectrum, “electing large partnerships” with 100 or more partners and “publicly traded partnerships” (which may have thousands of partners) also are outside of TEFRA.385 Thus, TEFRA is potentially meaningful only in the middle of the partnership spectrum, but that middle is not densely populated. Less than ten percent

382. I.R.C. § 6231(a)(1)(B)(i). This exclusion, if applicable, is automatic unless the partnership affirmatively elects into TEFRA treatment. Id. § 6231(a)(1)(B)(ii). Many current shelters do elect in. At least sometimes, this decision is motivated by the harms caused by TEFRA described in the following subpart. In a number of important respects, the TEFRA rules are unpredictable in their application, so electing into TEFRA treatment gives the taxpayers additional opportunities to prevail if the IRS “messes up” or guesses incorrectly how the reviewing court eventually will interpret TEFRA’s requirements.

383. This exception has been in the TEFRA rules from the start, and Congress has shown little inclination to repeal or modify it. Id. § 6231(a)(1)(B).

384. See Prescott, supra note 378, at 558.

385. Electing large partnerships are outside of TEFRA under I.R.C. § 6240(b)(1). With narrow exceptions, publicly traded partnerships are treated as corporations for federal tax purposes and so are outside of TEFRA. Id. § 7704.
of partnerships are in this range, and, as noted above, current tax shelter partnerships typically are not there.

In the main, therefore, the TEFRA procedures are dispensable. There are three particular rules that should be retained, though. First, in general, partners are required on their returns to treat items derived from partnerships consistently with the way those items are treated on the partnership’s return. Inconsistency allows the IRS to automatically assess any resulting deficiency and may expose the partner to a penalty.

Second, if the IRS settles some or all partnership items with some partners, the other partners are generally entitled to settle their items on similar terms. Both of these consistency rules—the consistent reporting rule and the consistent settlement rule—advance the Second-Order Value of process efficiency and should be retained.

Third, § 6229 sets out limitation periods for IRS assessment of partnership items. There was initial uncertainty as to the relationship between these periods and the general assessment limitation periods prescribed by § 6501. It is now settled that the § 6229 rules may extend the period allowable under § 6501 but may not contract it. This rule too should be retained to protect audits in case of late filed partnership returns.

2. Harmful

The preceding subpart mentioned unresolved tensions in the original design of Subchapter K. A principal tension involves the “entity versus aggregate” question: are partnerships entities separate from their owners or are they mere aggregates of the activities of their owners? Creating unending confusion on specific substantive issues, Subchapter K sometimes applies an entity approach, some-

---

386. In 2011, slightly over 3,285,000 partnerships filed returns with the IRS. Slightly over 3,082,000 of them (93.8% of the total) had under ten partners. Rob DeCarlo, Lauren Lee & Nina Shumofsky, Internal Revenue Service, Partnership Returns, 2011, STAT. OF INCOME BULL., Fall 2013, at 81, 83 fig. C.

387. I.R.C. § 6222(a). Deviation is permitted, however, when the partner specifically notifies the IRS. Id. § 6222(b).

388. Id. § 6222(c).

389. Id. § 6222(d).

390. Id. § 6222(c)(2).


392. I have argued that repeal of the main TEFRA rules should not create problems for the IRS auditing partnership items within I.R.C. § 6501’s statute of limitations. Nonetheless, should Congress harbor concern on this score, it could amend § 6229 to extend the limitations period. Cf. I.R.C. § 6901(c)(1), (2) (extending the limitations period with respect to transferee liability).

times an aggregate approach, and sometimes a mixed entity-aggregate approach. 394

TEFRA—a mix of the aggregate and entity approaches—extends that confusion to the procedural realm. This tension is responsible for many ambiguities and inefficiencies in the TEFRA rules. They showed up early in numerous cases, many of which the IRS lost. Undoubtedly, the TEFRA rules sometimes resulted in the government being able to assess and collect amounts it would otherwise have lost. Equally undoubtedly, however, in other cases the IRS lost money because it construed the TEFRA rules in ways the courts later held to be erroneous. Neither side of this revenue ratio ever has been (nor, probably, can it ever be) reliably quantified, so we do not know the extent to which TEFRA succeeded in its fiscal objectives, or even whether it succeeded at all.

Even more troubling than the immense confusion the TEFRA rules spawned early on is the fact that great confusion and dysfunction as to them persist even today. In an en banc opinion, the Tax Court noted the “distressingly complex and confusing” nature of TEFRA rules. 395 Similarly, the Treasury has acknowledged that the TEFRA rules sometimes “generate[] complex and burdensome procedural issues that do not contribute to the determination of the [partners’] tax liabilities.” 396

A trifurcation at the core of TEFRA is the source of many of these problems. For TEFRA purposes, one needs to distinguish among partnership items, non-partnership items, and affected items. Partnership items are items “more appropriately determined at the partnership level than at the partner level.” 397 Examples include each partner’s share of the partnership’s income, gain, loss, deductions, credits, non-deductible expenditures, and liabilities. 398 Penalties also are partnership items to the extent that they relate to partnership items. 399 Affected items are not partnership items but are influenced in their availability or extent by partnership items. 400 Examples include items that vary in accordance with the partner’s income,

399. I.R.C. § 6221.
400. Id. § 6231(a)(5).
a partner’s basis in her partnership interest, and a partner’s at-risk limitation. 401

Even when the rules are clear, the potential for inefficiency is considerable. Partnership items are determined in TEFRA proceedings. 402 Nonpartnership items are determined in separate, traditional partner-level deficiency proceedings. Affected items are determined after the partnership adjustments have been resolved, sometimes through automatic computational adjustments and other times through deficiency procedures. 403 Thus, when a partner’s individual return for a given year includes both partnership and non-partnership items, multiple separate proceedings can be required before the partner’s correct tax liability for the year is established with finality.

Similarly, assume the partnership engages in a transaction that the IRS finds abusive. Assume further that both the partnership and a particular partner obtained legal opinions supporting the transaction’s tax legitimacy. When the reasonable reliance defense is raised against the penalties asserted by the IRS, 404 it will have to be litigated in two separate cases. Reasonable reliance based on the opinion obtained by the partnership is a partnership item that must be determined in a TEFRA proceeding. Reasonable reliance based on the opinion obtained by the partner is an affected item that must be determined outside the TEFRA case. 405 Every first-year law student is told that our legal system abhors claim splitting. TEFRA requires it.

All of this inefficiency is compounded by the fact that the demarcations TEFRA requires are often difficult to make. In many situations, there can be reasonable disagreement as to whether an item is a partnership, non-partnership, or affected item. If a party makes the wrong choice and commences a proceeding on the wrong track, the court will lack jurisdiction. Numerous recent cases have tested such TEFRA jurisdictional issues, often with surprising results. 406

Under the trifurcation central to TEFRA, “[t]he potential for overlapping effects and hidden boomerangs is mind-numbing.” 407 And, of
course, this is not the only source of the uncertainties and inefficiencies TEFRA has engendered.408

In short, the harms of the TEFRA partnership audit and litigation rules now exceed the regime’s benefits. In 1982, TEFRA-like procedures also were enacted for S corporations.409 They were repealed in 1996, however.410 We should learn that lesson in the partnership context as well.

B. Judicial Review of CDP Determinations

The Collection Due Process rules were enacted as part of the RRA blizzard of reforms, discussed in Part II.B.10 above. They were not the most ballyhooed aspect of the RRA at the time, but they have proved to be the most consequential and controversial.411

Before enactment of the CDP rules, once tax had been properly assessed and notice and demand for payment had been made, the IRS was permitted to file notice of the tax lien and to levy on the taxpayer’s property with minimal statutory hurdles to jump. The CDP rules create speed bumps. Now, within five days after the IRS files notice of the lien412 or not less than thirty days before levy is effectuated,413 the IRS is required to notify the taxpayer of its action or intended action. Among other things, the notice explains the nature of the IRS action and the taxpayer’s rights, including the right to an administrative hearing. The taxpayer has thirty days from the issuance of the notice to request review by the IRS Appeals Office.414 The request operates to stay IRS collection action and also to stay the running of the statute of limitations on collection.415

Appeals Office CDP hearings are conducted informally.416 What matters may be considered at the Appeals Office hearing? First, the Appeals Officer is required to verify that the IRS Collection Division has complied with applicable statutory and regulatory provisions.417

408. See, e.g., Raby & Raby, supra note 378, at 795 (noting the persistence of TEFRA statute of limitations uncertainties nearly two decades after TEFRA’s enactment).
413. Id. § 6330(a)(2)(C).
414. Id. § 6330(a)(3)(B).
415. Id. § 6330(e). Normally, IRS efforts to collect unpaid taxes become time-barred ten years after assessment. Id. § 6502(a).
417. I.R.C. § 6330(c)(1).
Second, the taxpayer may raise “any relevant issue relating to the unpaid tax or the proposed levy, including—(i) appropriate spousal defenses; (ii) challenges to the appropriateness of collection actions; and (iii) offers of collection alternatives . . . .” 418 Third, the taxpayer may contest the underlying tax liability if she “did not receive any statutory notice of deficiency for such tax liability or did not otherwise have an opportunity to dispute such tax liability.” 419

The CDP rules expressly recognize the tension between revenue collection and taxpayer protection. Congress directed Appeals Officers to determine in their resolution of the matter “whether any proposed collection action balances the need for the efficient collection of taxes with the legitimate concern of the person that any collection action be no more intrusive than necessary.” 420

If the taxpayer is dissatisfied with the Appeals Office’s determination, she may appeal within thirty days to the Tax Court. 421 The standard of review is de novo when the underlying tax liability is properly at issue and abuse of discretion when it is not. 422

Despite its beguiling name (who could possibly be against due process in collection?), CDP was controversial from the start. A lively debate has gone on for years, with knowledgeable, passionate, and eloquent champions on both sides. 423 Defenders see the judicial review component of CDP as “a step in the progression of the rule of law principles that came to permeate twentieth century legal culture.” 424 Detractors find it “an outstanding regulatory failure” that “likely hurts those who most need its promised protection from arbitrary agency action,” and argue that CDP demonstrates how “adversarial process, used in the wrong place and the wrong time, becomes a rule of deception rather than a rule of law.” 425

There is little question that CDP has been extremely expensive in terms of the Second-Order Value of efficiency. The many tens of thousands of CDP cases claim substantial resources from the IRS

418. Id. § 6330(c)(2)(A).
419. Id. § 6330(c)(2)(B).
420. Id. § 6330(c)(3)(C).
421. Id. § 6330(d)(1).
and the Tax Court. They also delay collection and, by extending the collection limitations period, postpone the day of repose.426

These costs have not been justified by appreciable gains to the Primary Value of taxpayer protection. First, the IRS wins the overwhelming majority of CDP cases.427 Second, most of the relatively few taxpayer “wins” are victories in name only. They result in recommittal of the case to the administrative process, with the taxpayer’s ultimate position often benefitted little at the end of the day. Third, the deferential abuse-of-discretion standard of proof may cause losing taxpayers to feel they did not receive a fair day in court.

Another problem is that CDP litigation mixes and confuses the executive and judicial roles. The Executive Branch (in this case, the IRS) applies the law. The courts exist to make sure the IRS follows the law, not to interfere with the IRS’s exercise of administrative discretion or second-guess the choices the IRS made among options legally available to it.428 The notoriously loose standards for judicial review of Appeals Office CDP determinations429 can tempt the reviewing court to overstep its legitimate role. The Tax Court sometimes displays a regrettable tendency to operate as a self-appointed superintendent of tax administration.430 That is properly the role of Congress, the Treasury, and the IRS Oversight Board, not of a court of law,431 except when Congress expressly provides to the contrary.432

426. One sorry aspect of this has been the use (or abuse) of CDP by tax defiers (the now in-vogue name for those once called “tax protestors”) to delay the system through assertion of worthless arguments. See Steve Johnson, The 1998 Act and the Resources Link Between Tax Compliance and Tax Simplification, 51 U. Kan. L. REV. 1013, 1061 (2003) (proposing changes to reduce this problem).

427. See Camp, supra note 425, at 57 (noting, as of 2009, that “[o]f the over sixteen million collection decisions made since 2000, courts have reviewed at most 3,000 and have reversed only sixteen”).


429. See, e.g., Cords, supra note 411, at 1024 (arguing that judicial review of CDP determinations “is an unsettled and problematic area of law because it lacks clear direction from Congress”).


431. The Tax Court has struggled for generations to be recognized as a court, not an agency. See, e.g., DUBROFF, supra note 28, at 165-215.

432. For example, the IRS is authorized to relieve spouses of the normal joint and several liability as to joint income tax returns when “taking into account all the facts and circumstances, it is inequitable to hold the individual liable.” I.R.C. § 6015(f)(1). Persons denied such relief by the IRS may bring an action in Tax Court. In such action, the Tax Court may “determine the appropriate relief.” Id. § 6015(e)(1)(A). Two courts have held that this provision empowers the Tax Court to go outside the administrative record and proceed de novo in determining the demands of equity. Wilson v. Commissioner, 705 F.3d 980, 987
Despite these problems, I do not join those who call for complete repeal of the CDP rules. These rules have been salutary in at least one respect. In recent years, “the IRS has implemented procedures and controls significantly improving [its] compliance with legal and internal guidelines” applicable to its seizure of property to satisfy tax debts.\textsuperscript{433} This is the wholesome product of spotlights on IRS derelictions cast by Congressional oversight, reports by the National Taxpayer Advocate,\textsuperscript{434} investigations by the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration,\textsuperscript{435} and—yes—by the CDP process. CDP hearings and litigation act as a tripwire alerting the IRS to, and prodding it to correct, its breaches of tax collection rules.

Based on the foregoing, I propose two changes to CDP. First, the current rule—§ 6330(c)(2)(A)(iii)—that authorizes consideration of collection alternatives offered by the taxpayer should be amended. Taxpayers should still be able to present such alternatives to the Appeals Office. However, the Appeals Office’s decision with respect to such alternatives should no longer be judiciary reviewable.

Second, the current rules—§ 6330(c)(1) and § 6330(c)(2)(A)(ii)—that require verification of and permit challenges to collection procedures should be amended. Only failures to follow procedures required by a statute or regulation should be judicially reviewable. Failures to follow lesser requirements—such as those set out in the Internal Revenue Manual—should be fodder for administrative review (to serve the tripwire function) but not for judicial review.\textsuperscript{436}

V. REFORM AS TO PREREQUISITE TO SUIT

A. Flora “Full Payment” Rule

We need not explore whether the majority or the dissenters in Flora II had the better of the statutory construction argument. Our inquiry is whether the full payment rule is wise as a matter of policy.

---

\textsuperscript{433} TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMIN., FISCAL YEAR 2011 REVIEW OF COMPLIANCE WITH LEGAL GUIDELINES WHEN CONDUCTING SEIZURES OF TAXPAYERS’ PROPERTY 3 (2011).

\textsuperscript{434} See I.R.C. § 7803(c)(2)(B).

\textsuperscript{435} See id. § 7803(d)(1)(A), (B).

I join those who believe that it is not. I.R.C. § 7422 and 28 U.S.C. § 1346(a) should be amended to permit refund suits to be brought even upon partial payment of the assessed liabilities.

The full payment rule traduces the Primary Value: it blunts the efficacy of taxpayer remedies. A full payment requirement shuts the courthouse door to some taxpayers who have reasonable claims that they overpaid their taxes. The Flora II dissenters explained this consequence of a full payment rule:

Where a taxpayer has paid, upon a normal or a “jeopardy” assessment, either voluntarily or under compulsion of distraint, a part only of an illegal assessment and is unable to pay the balance within the two-year period of limitations, he would be deprived of any means of establishing the invalidity of the assessment and of recovering the amount illegally collected from him, unless it be held . . . that full payment is not a condition upon the jurisdiction of District Courts to entertain suits for refund. Likewise, taxpayers who pay assessments in installments would be without remedy to recover early installments that were wrongfully collected should the period of limitations run before the last installment is paid.

It is impossible to quantify the extent of this problem, but one fact is certain and two facts are probable. It is certain that some taxpayers experience the problem. It is probable that some of those taxpayers experience significant economic distress when the problem hits them. And it is probable that enough taxpayers experience enough hardship that this concern is worth addressing. The four Flora II dissenters certainly thought so. They referred to “great hardships,” “harsh injustice,” and a “grossly unfair and . . . shockingly inequitable result.” Commentators have echoed the concern.

The Flora I majority conceded that “the requirement of full payment may in some instances work a hardship.” The Flora II major-
ity sought to alleviate the concern by maintaining that the taxpayer so harmed should have challenged the IRS adjustments before assessment in the Tax Court. “If he permits his time for filing such an appeal [to the Tax Court] to expire, he can hardly complain that he has been unjustly treated, for he is in precisely the same position as any other person who is barred by a statute of limitations.”

This is not a full answer to the problem. First, as proposed in Part III.A above, this Article would expand the Tax Court’s jurisdiction. Under current law, however, the Tax Court does not have deficiency jurisdiction over all types of federal taxes.

Second, the taxpayer may not have realized until after expiration of the Tax Court petition period that the adjustments proposed by the IRS are legally questionable. For example, the IRS’s adjustment may have appeared correct initially but was cast into doubt by a decision handed down after the Tax Court petition period lapsed. Or, the adjustment may have been dubious from the start, but the taxpayer received bad advice from her lawyer or accountant, the error of which was discovered only after the petition period ended.

Third, the taxpayer may have been unaware that a notice of deficiency had been issued, and thus unaware that the clock had started to run on a Tax Court petition. This is especially possible for poor taxpayers—the very ones least likely to be able to satisfy a full payment prerequisite. One highly regarded director of a low-income taxpayer clinic reported:

In my experience, some common reasons why the poor fail to receive the notice [of deficiency] are: First, the poor tend to move frequently, failing to notify either the IRS or the Post Office of address changes—particularly in cases of eviction. Second, they often live in group housing situations where their names are not on the mailbox, so either the Postal Service employees do not deliver the certified notices or another household member picks up the notice but fails to give it to the taxpayer. Third, their mail is often stolen from mailboxes that have their locks perpetually broken.

In such situations, the Flora II majority’s “you should have filed a Tax Court petition” rebuke is too harsh.

442. Flora II, 362 U.S. at 175.
443. See I.R.C. § 6211(a) (limiting the Tax Court’s deficiency jurisdiction to income, estate, and gift taxes).
444. In general, the Tax Court petition must be filed within ninety days after the IRS issues it. Id. § 6213(a).
445. Smith, supra note 440, at 3 n.7.
446. Congress has already made this value judgment (although only after Flora II was decided). See I.R.C. § 6330(c)(2)(B) (allowing taxpayers to challenge at a CDP hearing “the existence or amount of the underlying tax liability . . . if [she] did not receive any statutory notice of deficiency for such tax liability or did not otherwise have an opportunity to dis-
Sometimes, taxpayers may have an administrative remedy. For instance, they might be able to challenge the liability via an offer-in-compromise based on doubt as to liability under § 7121 or via a CDP hearing under § 6320 and § 6330. However, such remedies will not always be available, often for reasons similar to the reasons why Tax Court review may be an empty remedy.

Thus, there is a Primary Value objection against the full payment rule. Are there Second-Order Values of sufficient moment to overcome that objection? I think not.

The Flora II majority expressed three policy concerns about a partial payment rule: (1) it could encourage claims splitting, with taxpayers paying part of the liability and bringing a refund action but challenging most of the asserted liability in a Tax Court case; (2) it could shift cases away from the Tax Court and into district court; and (3) it could threaten revenue collection.447 None of these concerns are substantial.

There are psychological and financial barriers to claims splitting. It is nerve-wracking enough for a taxpayer to litigate against the IRS in one case; few would have the appetite to “double their fun.” And, of course, two cases are more expensive to prosecute than one. Were claims to be split, the courts have tools by which to protect themselves. For example, one court can stay its case pending resolution in the other court, then apply a doctrine of preclusion or a “show cause order” to expedite resolution of its case. Finally, if I have underestimated the gravity of the concern, Congress could amend the jurisdictional statutes of the Tax Court or the district courts to prohibit them from hearing matters when substantially related matters already are at issue in other courts.

The channeling concern is diminished by this Article. When Flora II was decided, and still today, the Tax Court was and is without general refund jurisdiction. Part III.A above proposes giving the Tax Court such jurisdiction. Were both proposals adopted, a taxpayer in a partial payment world could obtain a desired refund remedy without abandoning the Tax Court for district court. There sometimes would be reasons—perhaps desire for a jury or better precedents—for preferring district court over Tax Court, but one may doubt that this would occur with unacceptable frequency.

In any event, Flora II’s channeling goal is a bit dated. The Court endorsed the Tax Court as the preferred tax trial tribunal in Dobson, and Dobson influenced Flora II.448 Congress partially reversed Dob-

---

448. See Flora v. United States, 246 F.2d 929, 931 (10th Cir. 1957) (quoting Dobson v. Commissioner, 320 U.S. 489, 501-02 (1943)).
son by directing that appellate courts give district court decisions no less deference than they give Tax Court decisions.449

The threat to revenue concern is the weakest of all. A refund suit comes after assessment. Following assessment and notice and demand for payment, the IRS is authorized to employ its full panoply of collection tools, described in Part II.B.6 above. The filing of a refund suit after partial payment would impose no bar to the IRS proceeding with enforced collection of the unpaid portion of the assessment. The IRS might choose to stay such collection in the exercise of its administrative discretion, but one must presume that the IRS would use this discretion in a fashion consistent with its statutory duties.

Thus, any adverse Second-Order Values effects of a partial payment rule would be manageable. They do not outweigh the Primary Value benefits of such a rule. Congress should amend the relevant statutes to overturn Flora II.

B. Changes Not Proposed

Among the core problems of litigation generally are its cost and, derivatively, the prospect of unequal access to justice. These problems do exist as to federal tax litigation. I make no proposals along these lines, however, for two reasons. First, these challenges are far from unique to federal tax litigation. They pervade many kinds of litigation in the United States and elsewhere. Second, and more significantly, strides have been made in addressing the problems. The IRS Appeals Office has been effective in resolving tax controversies informally, inexpensively, and without the need for litigation. The Tax Court’s small case procedures allow taxpayers, often appearing pro se, to resolve cases faster and less expensively.450 The growth of low-income taxpayer clinics451 and the existence of the Office of the Taxpayer Advocate452 have been boons to many.

A recent phenomenon has been the institution of suits against Treasury or the IRS based, not on traditional remedies set out in the Internal Revenue Code or related statutes,453 but upon the general judicial review provisions of the APA.454 The applicability of the AIA has been and is being tested in such “pure” APA tax suits.

449. I.R.C. § 7482(a).
450. See id. §§ 7436(c), 7463; TAX CT. R. 170-174.
451. Among the useful provisions of the RRA was federal financial support for such clinics. See I.R.C. § 7526.
452. See id. §§ 7803(c), 7811.
453. Such as the provisions governing deficiency, refund, and CDP actions. See supra Parts II.B.1, II.B.3, IV.B.
In the *Cohen* line of cases, for example, taxpayers used the APA to obtain judicial invalidation of an IRS procedure for returning overpayments of telephone excise taxes. The APA was held not to foreclose such suit. Similarly, in *Oklahoma v. Sebelius*, a case currently pending in district court, Oklahoma is using the APA to challenge regulations under § 36B as to tax credits with respect to medical insurance coverage purchased through federally established exchanges. The government has moved to dismiss, in part on AIA grounds.

Such “pure” APA tax suits raise potentially troubling questions about their effect on orderly tax administration and their consistency with the purposes behind the AIA. Nonetheless, this Article refrains from offering a specific proposal in this context. There need to be more decided cases before the reality and magnitude of the potential problems can be accurately ascertained and the contours of con.dign correction can be responsibly proposed.

VI. CONCLUSION

Unlike Athena, the current federal tax litigation system did not spring full-blown from the brow of Zeus. As we have seen, it developed piecemeal over nearly two centuries, with the pace of change being greatly accelerated by the enactment of the modern federal income tax.

The federal tax litigation system has been especially shaped by the Defining Dozen events and trends described above. From them, we can infer the values that drive the system. The most powerful of those goals—the Primary Value—is providing remedies for taxpayers and affected third parties that are fair and effective and are perceived to be fair and effective. In situations in which this imperative does not operate or operates only weakly, a variety of Second-Order


458. Not all pure APA tax suits implicate the AIA, at least as the AIA is currently understood. *See*, e.g., *Loving v. IRS*, 917 F. Supp. 2d 67 (D.D.C. 2013) (invalidating Treasury regulations as to tax return preparers); *Anonymous v. Commissioner*, 134 T.C. 13 (2010) (holding that the APA did not prevent the IRS from disclosing a private letter ruling adverse to the taxpayer).
Values govern. These include protecting the revenue, enhancing decisional accuracy, and promoting process efficiency.

Based on these criteria, major portions of the current system are sound. However, some features should be altered. In some instances, they were unwise from the start, the result of momentary exuberances that ill serve the system over the longer haul. In other instances, the features reasonably balanced the relevant values at the time of their enactment or promulgation, but the constellation of pertinent considerations has subsequently realigned.

Based on the relevant values, this Article has set out an agenda for reform of federal tax litigation. The proposals include expanding the tax jurisdiction of the Tax Court, abolishing the tax jurisdiction of the Court of Federal Claims, continued rejection of a national court of tax appeals, substantially repealing the TEFRA partnership audit and litigation rules, limiting judicial review of CDP determinations, and abolishing the Flora II “full payment” prerequisite to refund suits. The agenda having been defined by this Article, it will be the work of future articles to develop these proposals in greater detail.